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5i · Introduction

Several small and medium-sized European cities are in the process of introducing high-quality

rapid-transit systems (tramway, light rail, guided buses or trolleybuses), while other cities have im-

plemented these systems in recent years with considerable success. 

TranSUrban “Transit Systems Development for Urban Regeneration” is a project sponsored by

the European Union within the framework of INTERREG IIIC, Inter-Regional Cooperation Pro-

gram. The general purpose of the TranSUrban project is to examine the development and op-

eration of different Urban Transportation Systems - light rail, tramways, guided buses or

trolleybuses - in small and medium-sized cities with innovative strategies for sustainable devel-

opment, social cohesion, and urban regeneration. The project began in April 2005 and ran for 30

months. 

The 6 cities participating are: Volos (Greece), through the Volos Municipal Enterprise for Urban

Studies, Works, and Development (DEMEKAV); Cambridge (United Kingdom), with the Cam-

bridgeshire County Council; Livorno (Italy), with the participation of the Livorno Public Trans-

portation Company; Valdemoro (Region of Madrid, Spain), with the Regional Transportation

Consortium of Madrid; Nea Ionia-Magnesia (Greece), with the Nea Ionia Municipal Works and

Development Planning (DEMKA), and Linz (Austria), with the University of Natural Resources

and Applied Biological Sciences of Vienna (BOKU). 

i· Introduction
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6 International TranSUrban Seminar · Valdemoro

ii.1 · José Miguel Moreno. Mayor of Valdemoro

The Mayor of Valdemoro welcomed all of the speakers at the

International Seminar, in particular those who had traveled

from Austria, France, Greece, Italy, Holland, and the United

Kingdom, and of course all of the others in attendance.

He commented on how pleased Valdemoro was to be host-

ing this international seminar, as part of the European project

TranSUrban, which seeks urban regeneration through the de-

velopment of transportation systems.  Valdemoro has expe-

rience in the enormous influence that transportation has on

urban development, both in its past and its present, and is im-

portant because it is a city, or the city, with the greatest pro-

jection in the southern part of the Region of Madrid.

Valdemoro is at the crossroads of the old Camino Real or

Royal Road, today the Andalucía Highway (A-4).  And in ad-

dition to this is the point of inflection in the socio-eco-

nomic and urban development that demonstrates how

important the arrival of train lines in 1851 was for the city.

As a result, Valdemoro is a firm believer in the capacity of cities to regenerate through

transportation.  First came the train, and then the highway, which was a determining factor

in the development of the small town.  In the 20th century, population growth has deter-

mined the pattern of improvement in public transportation, public transportation that in

recent years has made an incredible qualitative leap in terms of both train frequency and

urban and intercity bus lines.  But the effectiveness of the bus lines is due to a large extent

to the existence of a solid, well-organized road network.  In the last 7 years, the transfor-

mation of Valdemoro’s roadway network has been spectacular.  New roads have been

opened to enter the city from the A-4 highway, such as the south access road, supple-

mented by a ring road (the southern ring road).  An underpass was built under the A-4 to

facilitate and improve mobility between Valdemoro’s different neighborhoods.  Also, the

first perimeter road around the entire city was recently completed, and the exit to the A-

4 to the south was also opened.  And of course, the future western bypass, M-423, which

will guarantee direct access to the Valdemoro hospital, and which will relieve the conges-

tion in both the historic city center of Valdemoro and on the main streets of the city.  Ob-

viously, this roadway network has been improved and expanded, and has adapted its needs

to those of the city of Valdemoro.

ii· Seminar Opening
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7ii · Seminar Opening

As with the other municipalities, transportation is a problem in Valdemoro that in theory ap-

pears to have a solution, and the City Hall is working in conjunction with the Regional Gov-

ernment of the Madrid to provide both urban and inter-urban transportation with the best

possible conditions. 

In Valdemoro, efforts are being focused on quality public transportation, with reserved-platform

buses and the creation of dedicated bus lanes. To do this, the different options that have been

proposed must be examined to determine which one represents the future of transportation,

because this will help resolve the transportation needs and allow the citizens of Valdemoro to

enjoy the quality of life that we are fighting for. In this sense, European cooperation, through

networks of cities with similar goals, is a great way to do this. In Valdemoro, there is much to

be learned from encounters like this one, that transmit other experiences with daring but sol-

vent alternatives, and in short, initiatives like TranSUrban, which is aimed at recovering urban

spaces as spaces for coexistence of citizens, which is always of interest. 

Mr. Moreno finished his presentation saying that he hoped the Seminar would be productive

and that everyone would be able to draw interesting conclusions from it. Once again, he wel-

comed the participants to Valdemoro and invited all to stroll through its streets.

ii.2 · Luis Armada. Deputy Minister for Transportation and Infrastructure 
of the Region of Madrid

The Deputy Minister for Transportation and Infra-

structure welcomed all those present at the table, as

well as the representatives of the cities of Volos,

Cambridge, Livorno, Nea Ionia-Magnesia, Linz, and

Valdemoro, and all the other seminar participants.

He welcomed all on behalf of the Government of

the Region of Madrid, which is participating in this

Seminar because it believes in the great importance

that it will have for transportation research. 

He began his presentation by introducing the 

Regional Transportation Consortium of Madrid

(CRTM) as one of the key pieces in the trans-

portation system of the Region of Madrid, which

was created 20 years ago. 

Before its creation, the public transportation system

in the region was systematically losing passengers,
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8 International TranSUrban Seminar · Valdemoro

and since 1986, the year that the consortium was established, significant increases have been

noted year after year as the result of significant efforts at planning and study. 

The region of Madrid has 10 million daily motorized travel movements, of which half involve

public transportation. When the scope is reduced to the center of the city of Madrid, 3 out of

every 4 trips are completed using public transportation. 

47% of the public transportation travel in the entire region uses the metro. This figure suggests

that the metro is the favorite mode of transportation of Madrid’s citizens. 

Transportation infrastructure is the engine of development. For this reason, in the Region of

Madrid and in municipal governments, a significant effort is being made to continue improving

the infrastructures. In the last 4 years, 90 kilometers of metro lines have been put into service,

of which 30 are light rail lines. The transportation system, which already exists in many Euro-

pean and Spanish cities, is new in Madrid. 

This seminar is very important for Madrid, because it is continually improving its transportation

system and its public transportation offerings. There is much to be learned from all of the cut-

ting-edge actions that are being carried out in Europe and that will be presented at the Seminar. 

The Deputy Minister closed his presentation expressing his hope that the seminar would be

positive for all those in attendance, and thanked them for their participation.

ii.3 · Vasilis Sgouris. Director of DEMEKAV,  Volos Municipal Enterprise for Urban
Studies, Construction, and Development 

Mr. Sgouris first thanked the members of the panel for the invitation to the Seminar. 

He continued his presentation by introducing the city of Volos. Volos is currently in a period of

transition, and a month ago a new Mayor, who was formerly the Minister of Transportation and

Communications, was elected. Volos is a city with a 130,000 inhabitants, located in the center

of Greece, and is also in the center of an expanding tourist region.  It is not a large city, but is

the fifth largest urban center in Greece. It is an industrial and commercial center, with a new

university. According to public opinion, traffic appears as the primary problem in this city. In

Greece, and in Volos, there has never been much tradition of public transportation, not at all

like Madrid. Buses in Volos are operated by a private company, which is a consortium of bus

owners, and the level of service that they provide is very low. 

Volos would like to build a tramway, and this ambition is connected with the future of a mod-

ern, dynamic, and sustainable city that offers better services to citizens, combined with actions

for urban renewal and improvement of the urban environment. 
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9ii · Seminar Opening

The TranSUrban project and the cooperation of different European participants gives Volos the

opportunity to advance in its understanding of technological, organizational, and financial aspects

of transportation systems. 

Mr. Sgouris concluded his presentation expressing his hope that the Seminar will help to dis-

cover new experiences from the most qualified experts and invited all of the participants to

the TranSUrban project’s final conference, which will be held in Volos in a year, in order to eval-

uate the experiences exchanged among all and to try to improve the future of small and

medium-sized cities through tramways, guided systems, or public transportation in general. 
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10 International TranSUrban Seminar · Valdemoro

iii.1 · Manos Vougioukas. Coordinator of the TranSUrban Project 

Manos Vougioukas is the coordinator of the TranSUrban project, which is the

third project on which he has worked with the Transportation Consortium.

All of these projects were successful and very positively evaluated by the Eu-

ropean Commission. 

The cooperation between Mr. Vougioukas and CRTM stretches back to 1995

to the negotiations for the first European project (TranSPrice), in which the

Polytechnical University of Madrid also participated. This project consisted of studying the dif-

ferent charging mechanisms, rates, integrated tickets, etc…in addition to evaluating the high-

occupancy vehicle lane (BUS-HOV) in Madrid. The collaboration continued years later, in 2001,

with another project as part of the EU’s 5th Framework Program, called TranSEcon, coordi-

nated by professor Gerd Sammer, which evaluated the socio-economic impact of investment

in public transportation, mainly metros, tramways, suburban railways, in 13 European cities, in-

cluding Madrid. The research generated numerous arguments in support of investment in pub-

lic transportation infrastructure, in that they produce a series of socio-economic benefits, such

as the job creation and contribution to the Regional GDP.   Also, these macroeconomic char-

acteristics identified the potential that these projects have for urban regeneration. When the

INTERREG proposal, which included an urban regeneration component, was launched, the

idea came about of using the research and results from previous projects in a new project fo-

cuses on urban regeneration, and thus TranSUrban was born. Also, the idea was to “escape”

from large metropolitan areas and focus the research on small and medium-sized cities, in

order to provide them with a certain level of financing, as well as the opportunity to give them

exposure at the European level. 

This is the third Workshop organized as part of the TranSUrban project. The first was held in

Volos, in December 2005, at the start of the project, and consisted of an exchange of experi-

ences of the 6 cities participating in the project, and a methodology began to be formulated

to be used in the evaluation of urban regeneration and the socio-economic impacts of these

cities. The second Workshop was held in Linz (Austria) in June 2006, and covered the relation

between urban development and transportation policy. The seminar that is presented in this

publication is the third Workshop in the project, and it discusses urban transportation tech-

nologies. The next Workshop, the fourth, will be held in Livorno (Italy), in June 2007, where the

preliminary results of the evaluation of the socio-economic impacts will be presented. 

iii· TranSUrban Project. 
Workshop C Objectives: 
Urban Transportation Technologies 
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11iii · TranSUrban Project. Workshop C Objectives: Urban Transportation Technologies 

Lastly, the project’s final conference will be held in Volos (Greece) next year and the main topic

will be the role of quality public transportation systems in small and medium-sized urban areas.

The experiences of the cities that took part in TranSUrban will be presented, but there will

also be room for presenting the experiences in any European city (small or medium-sized) that

is developing, or wants to develop quality public transportation systems. The purpose is to

convince regional and national governments, and the institutions of the European Union to fi-

nance or co-finance these systems for the benefit of the European citizens who reside outside

the large metropolitan areas.

iii.2 · Carlos Cristóbal.  Head of the Planning and Studies Area of the Madrid
Regional Transportation Consortium 

Carlos Cristobál began his presentation by thanking the participants for attending, and he

commented that this is not the first time that the CRTM has participated in a European proj-

ect with a city in the Community of Madrid, in this case, Valdemoro. Several years ago it par-

ticipated in a project (INTATME) with Arganda del Rey and Rivas-Vaciamadrid; and later, the

Consortium participated in another European project that involved the entire MetroSur area

(Alcorcón, Leganés, Getafe, Fuenlabrada, and Móstoles). And finally, it is now taking part in the

TranSUrban project with Valdemoro. 

The seminar was organized into two sessions: railway systems in the morning and tire sys-

tems in the afternoon, as the two concepts that are currently under discussion in small and

medium-sized cities. 

In the morning session, the first part covered light rail actions in the Region of Madrid, and the

second part covered actions in Spain and Europe. The afternoon session also consisted of two

parts: the first presenting the experiences with bus systems, and the second part covering

more technological innovations. 

Finally, he closed his presentation by thanking the Valdemoro City Hall for its support in or-

ganizing the seminar and its positive attitude towards the project from the very beginning. 
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M O R N I N G S E S S I O N S :  
L I G H T R A I L T E C H N O L O G Y

Moderator: 
Manos Vougioukas
Coordinator of TranSUrban 
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1.1 · The Light Rail in Boadilla del Monte and Pozuelo de Alarcón  
Antonio González, Director of Works and Projects Area I, Mintra 

The Metro network in the Region of Madrid has been extended significantly, especially

since 1995. 

The expansion of the Madrid Metro in the period from 1995-1999 included interconnection

projects in the central part of the network, as well as the connection of lines 8 (old) with

line 10, and the passage of line 7 through the center; the extension of lines 1, 4, and 7 to out-

lying neighborhoods, creation of the new line 11; and the first part of the new line to the

Barajas airport. This added 56 kilometers of lines and gave Madrid a metro network 210

kilometers long by 1999. 

The expansion of the metro network from 1999-2003, which, except the connection of line

8 with the center of Madrid through the Nuevos Ministerios interchange station, focused on

the creation of MetroSur, and its connection with the city of Madrid by extending line 10. 

1· Session one: 
Light Rail Actions 

in the Region of Madrid 

Figure 1: Plans to expand the Madrid Metro network 

1995-1999

1999-2003

2003-2007
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The 2003-2007 Metro Expansion Plan includes 80 new stations and 90 km of Metro, of which

close to 30 km are Light Rail, including the system in Boadilla del Monte and Pozuelo de

Alarcón. This third expansion includes the extension of line 3 to the south, to connect with

MetroSur; the extension of line 7 to the municipalities of Coslada and San Fernando de

Henares to the east of Madrid; the extension of line 10, which will be called MetroNorte, to

go to the municipalities of Alcobendas and San Sebastian de los Reyes; the connection of

lines 1 and 4 to provide service to the northeastern section of Madrid; the extension of lines

2 and 5; and lastly, the extension of the airport line to the new terminal 4. In addition to all

of these extensions of the conventional metro network in the Region of Madrid, the 2003-

2007 expansion plan for the first time includes the light rail transportation system, running

mainly above-ground, although the projects are ultimately a mixture between underground

and surface systems due to certain conditions and characteristics. 

It involves two main projects. The first will provide service to two municipalities in the north-

east, Pozuelo de Alarcón and Boadilla del Monte, and the second consists of connecting the

two lines mentioned earlier, MetroNorte and the extension of lines 1 and 4, through two res-

idential neighborhoods that have developed in recent years, Sanchinarro and Las Tablas. 

The reason that the light rail has been installed in these areas is because they are areas with

medium or low population densities. Up to this point, all of the metro expansion plans have

been carried out in areas with high population densities with significant demand, in which the

conventional metro was the most suitable way to satisfy the demand. 

Though the appearance of the light rail is a new development in Madrid, there are already

other experiences in other cities in both Spain and Europe where it is proving very suc-

cessful. The appearance of new rolling stock with high levels of performance has resulted in

the recovery of old tramways for modern cities, since they adapt to both new developments

as well as to historic or old city centers. 

The general characteristics of the light rail are: greater flexibility, easy accessibility, low power

consumption, low atmospheric and noise pollution levels, lower cost, and longer useful life. 

It should be noted that for financial reasons, the Region of Madrid has had to carry out part

of the projects for the lines in the 2003-2007 Expansion Plan under concession contracts, and

it decided to apply this system to the light rail lines. The three light rail lines are grouped into

two concessions, which are responsible for the investment and operation of these lines:

�One, on the line ML-1: Pinar de Chamartín-Sanchinarro-Las Tablas, whose concessionaire is

the company Metros Ligeros de Madrid, S.A. 

�The other is the concession for the lines ML-2: Colonia Jardín-Pozuelo de Alarcón and ML-

3: Colonia Jardín-Boadilla del Monte, whose concessionaire is the company Metro Ligero

Oeste, S.A. 
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We will now focus on the second concession, in other words, the description of the light rail

lines to Pozuelo de Alarcón and Boadilla del Monte. 

Table 1: Characteristics of the light rail lines in the western area 
Length Number of Estimated average Initial

kilometers Stations annual demand investment1 (M€)
ML-2: Colonia Jardín-
Pozuelo de Alarcón 8.7 13+1* 9.1 million 523 
ML-3: Colonia Jardín- (VAT not included)

Boadilla del Monte 13.5 16+3* 8.5 million
1 The total planned investment includes both infrastructure and installations and corresponding rolling stock, in addition to buildings, work-

shops, and depots. 

* Stations that will be put into operation in later phases. 

The Boadilla light rail line, 13.5 km long, starts at the Colonia Jardín station (which is part of

line 10 of the metro). It is also the head of the Pozuelo line, with the Boadilla line running west

and the Pozuelo line more to the north. 

The first studies done by the CRTM on this line date back to 1997/98. Boadilla del Monte is a

municipality to the west of Madrid that has grown significantly in recent years. It currently has

more than 40,000 inhabitants, with a potential capacity in the future of 80,000 - 90,000 inhabi-

tants.  It had a problem with connection with the center of Madrid because public transporta-

tion is based on buses that travel on the M-501 highway, which presents serious traffic problems. 

The following areas are serviced by the line: Colonia Jardín, Ciudad de la Imagen, Universidad CEU,

Ventorro del Cano and Prado del Espino Industrial Parks, the Banco de Santander City of Finance

and Boadilla del Monte. 

99,000 inhabitants benefit from this line and the potential demand has been calculated up to 25,000

passengers/day. The frequency of the service at rush hour is 5 minutes, with runs from the final in-

terchange in Boadilla to Colonia Jardín lasting approximately 35 minutes. 

Figure 2: Route of the light train to Boadilla del Monte 
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The Pozuelo light rail line, 8.7 km long, also starts from the Colonia Jardín station and runs along

the line of the M-502 highway, continuing along the route of the M-503 until it ends at the Ar-

avaca commuter train station, which is on lines C-7 and C-10. 

This is a project with some sections that are more urban, and others more on the periphery,

as it includes numerous underpasses and crossings at different levels, crossing large roads such

as the M-503 at some points. 

Figure 3: Route of the Pozuelo de Alarcón light rail 

Sixty thousand inhabitants bene-

fit from this line and the poten-

tial demand has been calculated

up to 30,000 passengers/day. The

frequency of the service at rush

hour is 5 minutes, with a run of

25 minutes. 

The standard section has an

approximate platform width of

7.80 meters, including all of the

included services. In Boadilla,

there is a special section as the

end of the route runs across a

boulevard with the two tracks

separated with one on each side,

passing through a series of

roundabouts. In the most urban

zone, calle Alberca, an exclusively

reserved platform has been used,

on a street with traffic on both

sides. The platform is totally re-

served along the rest of the route, and runs along the large roads, so that in theory, its com-

mercial speed can be high. 

In terms of rolling stock, the ALSTOM CITADIS model is used, currently in use in Montpe-

lier and in Barcelona, and that will also be put into service in Tenerife.  All of the rolling stock

is purchased by MINTRA. 

The length is 30 meters, although platforms are 45 meters long to allow for future expansions,

since the vehicle can be expanded. Vehicle width is 2.40 m (narrow clearance), with low floor

along its entire length, with a height of 30 cm above the track.  The inside is functional, with spe-
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cific zones for people with reduced mobility. It also includes the devices required to inform pas-

sengers using fixed panels, electronic panels, and voice. It has a top speed of 70 km/h and is able

to climb slopes of up to 8%. 

The Belgian CDM system was chosen for the final super-

structure, which allows any type of finish and that can be used

with all of the noise and vibration suppression systems that

are used. The electrification is 750 volts, direct current. 

The stop that was designed has platforms that are 45 m long,

with a canopy that incorporates the technical module, where

the ticket dispenser and passenger information will be located,

along with the general information that the Consortium in-

cludes on its lines. 

In the Boadilla project, which is the more purely urban of the

two, integration with the environment was taken very much

into account. With this in mind, at many of the roundabouts,

specific projects were prepared for environmental integration,

as well as in the boulevard area, in order to integrate the sys-

tem completely into the urban environment. 

In terms of the concession contract, MINTRA was awarded

the contract and the concessionaire was required to have

prior experience in railway infrastructure construction and

provision of transportation services. The concessionaire’s ret-

ribution will consist of a technical rate that the Region of

Madrid through the CRTM will pay for each passenger carried

Figure 6: Standard stop 

Figure 5: Belgian CDM System 

Figure 4: Rolling stock
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during the entire concession period - 30 years - annually revising the rate by 98% of the vari-

ation of the CPI. The Specific Administrative Conditions establishes a maximum amount for

this rate for the concession. 

The obligations of the concessionaire consist of:

�Paying MINTRA for the part of the infrastructure already built, making a first payment in ad-

vance based on the certifications issued until February 2006; 

�The concessionaire is responsible for executing the works according to the project approved

by MINTRA, and for complying with the deadlines for completing the work and putting the

service into operation; 

�Maintaining and keeping all infrastructure and rolling stock in perfect condition for proper

operation of the lines; 

�Directly exercising the concession, not transferring or ceding it to third parties unless au-

thorized by MINTRA and in accordance with Public Administration Contract Law. 

The Colonia Jardín station, where the two light rail lines come together, has two underground

lateral platforms, one for each line, and at the header of these two platforms, there is a con-

nection with line 10 of the metro network. 

20 International TranSUrban Seminar · Valdemoro

Figure 9:  Track installation  Figure 10: Platform over the M-503 highway 

Figure 7: Environmental integration in a Boadilla roundabout

Figure 8: Crossing with the M-40  
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1.2 · The Sanchinarro and Las Tablas Light Rail concession 
Carlos Cuadrado, Managing Director of Metros Ligeros de Madrid S.A.

The main characteristics of the Sanchinarro and Las Tablas light rail concession are the following: 

�The contract was awarded on July 17, 2006; 

�The concession covers the construction and later operation of the light rail line, and the con-

cessionaire’s risk and venture.  However, work had already begun when the contract was

awarded; 

�Payment is made through a technical rate included in the concessionaire’s bid for each pas-

senger carried;

�The concession period is 30 years; 

�All of the construction contracts underway were subrogated, and the same was done in the

purchasing of rolling stock (ALSTOM CITADIS); 

�There is a two-way rebalancing system for both the Administration and for the concession-

aire depending on whether a series of parameters specified in the bid are exceeded, both

above or below, the estimated demand. 

Metros Ligeros de Madrid, S.A. is the concessionaire of this railway line. In regard to share-

holding, it has three partners: two of these, with large stakes, are Metro de Madrid (42.5%) and

Caja Madrid (42.5%), and the third shareholder is Alsa (with 15%). 

The concessionaire is organized in such a way that the railway partner, Metro de Madrid, op-

erates all aspects of the line, in other words, it operates and maintains it through a contract to

this end that it will sign with the concessionaire.  In this sense, the organization is supported

on three different management divisions: one for maintenance, another for operation, and an-

other financial. 

The main characteristics of the line are the following: 

�Track gauge 1,435 mm 

�Total length of 5.4 km (with 1.78 km above ground and 3.62 km in a cut-and-cover tunnel) 

�9 stations, 5 of which are underground and 4 are above ground 

�The depots and workshop area covers 9,800 m2, with room for 12 trains.

The light rail line, called ML1, is located in the northern section of Madrid, near two neigh-

borhoods that currently being built (approximately 60% of the 25,000 total housing units have

already been built). The line is bordered on the north and east by a highway with intense vehi-

cle traffic, the M-40, and is also bordered on the south by the M-30 and the M-11. Also, the A-

1 expressway divides the line’s route in two. 

The ML1 line will connect to the south with the extensions of metro lines 1 and 4, and to the

north with a station on the extension of line 10 that runs to Alcobendas and San Sebastian de

los Reyes, called MetroNorte. 
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The estimated time for reaching Chamartin and Plaza Castilla will be 12-16 minutes, which will

save time with respect to current urban bus routes that service the area. 

The Pinar de Chamartin station is one of the line headers.  It begins in a cut-and-cover tun-

nel on an underground track, passing the M-11 (a highway with high traffic density), entering

the Virgen del Cortijo neighborhood, where it has an underground station. 

The line crosses the Sanchinarro neighborhood, which consists of new construction and

that is still in the consolidation phase, with an estimated population of 26,000 residents.

One novel aspect of this line is that in general, this type of railway transportation infra-

structure is installed in urban environments that are fully consolidated, but in this case, how-

ever, it has been built before the area has been consolidated. This generates significant

advantages for citizens, since they are settling into a new neighborhood with efficient and

completed transportation infrastructure. However, for the concessionaire, this involves un-

certainty in that it does not know how the population is going to grow over the years, and

therefore does not know the estimated demand.  It also provides service to a large shop-

ping center through an underground station (Maria Tudor). Finally, the line ends in another

newly-constructed neighborhood, Las Tablas, after passing under the A-1 highway (which

connects Madrid with the northern part of the peninsula) and connects with the

MetroNorte line at the Las Tablas station. 

Figure 11: Route of the ML1 line 
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In terms of organization, the linear works have been divided into three sectors: two civil

works sections and a depot. The civil works are currently about 90% completed, and the

depot around 85%. 

The type of underground stations is very similar, in other words, they are stations with slabs

basically at street level and a depth of 7-8 meters, and all have a central platform. 

Section 1: above-ground section.  As shown in the

picture, the track concrete has been completely

poured and finished, and even the finish stones,

and power-line posts are completely installed.

The work is currently focused on the floor, urban

development, sidewalk finish, etc., and of course

the installation of electrification and power-line

supports, communications placement, and general

installations. 

The station that will service the shopping center

has two accesses, one in the north and another in

the south, but the underground stations have a

single access, with a central platform. 

The depot parking buildings has been completely

concreted and part of the power-line has already

been installed. In the future it will have a capacity

to hold up to 12 trains. 

The expected investment for the construction of the line, civil

works, installations, signals, depot, rolling stock, expropriation,

consulting and quality control is 250 billion euros (just over 290

billion euros, VAT included). 

In regard to the planned operation for the line, it will be con-

nected to three Madrid metro lines, which means that the hours

of service offered will be similar to the Madrid Metro, from 6:00

am to 1:30 am. The operation and maintenance, in other words,

the integrated operation, will be contracted to Metro de Madrid,

as the railway partner.  The railway system will be completely integrated into the centralized

traffic system that Metro de Madrid has at the Alto del Arenal, so that the traffic will be su-

pervised by the Metro de Madrid technicians from this central post.  Also, the substations of

the light rail line will also be integrated into the Metro de Madrid remote control system, pro-

viding a solid guarantee for operation.  It will be equipped with circulation backup at the line’s

Figure 12: Current status of work on section I

Figure 13: Depot parking building
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own control station, which will be located in the depot.  Trains and the track system will be

equipped with an ATP system in the tunnel, supplemented by a traffic regulation system and a

traffic management system called OAS (Operations Assistance System) that will be provided

by ALSTOM. The line’s two above-ground crossings will be regulated by this OAS, so the Light

Rail will be given preference over vehicle traffic. 

To cover the service from 6:00 in the morning until 1:30 in the morning, there will be five

train units at rush hour, with an average frequency of 6.5 minutes at rush hour and 9.5 min-

utes during off-peak times, with the capacity to carry 2,500 passengers at rush hour, with

maximum occupancy (limited in the bid and the specifications) of 3.5 standing passengers/m2,

plus seated passengers.  In other words, a high level of comfort is guaranteed for passengers,

so that not even at rush hour will occupancy exceed 3.5 passengers/m2. The commercial

speed will be 21 km/h, which is quite acceptable, considering that the distance between sta-

tions is 700 m (relatively short). 

The rolling stock is ALSTOM CITADIS TGA 302, with

an initial composition of five modules, with plans to ex-

pand to seven modules to comply with the ratios and

quality parameters required in the specifications. The

length of the 5 modules is 32.3 m, and the capacity of 3.5

standing passengers/m2 is 186 passengers/train.  It has

two maximum travel speeds: 70 km/h in tunnels and 50

km/h on the surface, to adapt to vehicular traffic.  Accel-

eration is 1.2 m/s2 and its rated voltage is 750 volts, di-

rect current. 

In terms of the estimated demand for this zone, as mentioned earlier, the study is compli-

cated since these are areas that are currently under construction. Currently, 60% of the

housing units may have been completed, but not all of them are inhabited, which affects the

study and the evolution of the estimated demand. 

For the year 2007, the population was estimated at approximately 30,000 people, with ap-

proximately 50,000-55,000 people expected by 2014. 

The strategic points of attraction and generation of travel are the shopping center, the con-

nections between this light rail line and the header of metro lines 1 and 4 in Pinar de

Chamartin, the connection with MetroNorte in the Las Tablas station, and the future direct

connection with RENFE-Cercanías in the future Chamartin-Airport and Borde de Hor-

taleza lines. 

The nearby points of interest to be taken into account are the City of Communications built

by Telefónica, which is a very large business center, with approximately 15,000 employees

Figure 14: Rolling stock 
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and where a MetroNorte station is located, and a shopping center,

where the La Moraleja MetroNorte station is located. 

To calculate demand, ramp-up effects of 70, 80, and 90% have been es-

timated for the first three years, respectively. 

Table 2 shows the evolution of demand for the next 30 years, and it

shows that for an average workday in 2007, the estimated demand is

approximately 14,700 passengers. If a ramp-up of 70% is applied the

first year, approximately 10,000 - 10,500 passengers are expected.  Also,

there is significant growth between 2007 and 2014, of course taking

into account a population increase of 40%, which corresponds to the

residents who have not yet moved into their homes. 

This means that the total demand over the course of the 30 years of

the concession is approximately 298 million passengers.

1.3 · The outlook for public transportation in Valdemoro 
José Luis Navarro and Ana Gamo, Municipal Technical
Services of Valdemoro 

Valdemoro is a city with a population of approximately 50,000, located 27 km south of Madrid.

Land usage there since 1994 has evolved as follows: 

�In 1994, the Valdemoro city center was very small and was supported by the old N-IV national

highway (today the A-4 highway) which divided the city in half (it is the only municipality in

the southern part of the Region of Madrid that is divided by a highway), and there was also a

RENFE commuter train line. At that time, the municipality had a central and radial layout based

on a city center from which all of the rural roads run to the areas cropland and garden plots.

In 1994, the first plan was developed, and the first attempt to link all of those old roads, with

the idea, for the first time, of creating a ring road to con-

nect all of these rural roads, trying to find connection

points with the A-4, with which there was only one point

of connection.  It has taken 10 years to realize this idea,

which shows the need to plan far in advance. 

�The General Urban Plan for 1999 approved growth

around the town center that has now been completed.

In 1999, the population of Valdemoro was approximately

27,000, and it had almost doubled to 50,000 inhabitants

in 2006. Nevertheless, growth was not so fast between

1987 and 1999, increasing from 18,000 to 27,000 during

that time. 

Boarded passengers Boarded
Year (daily) passengers (yearly)
2007 14,723 3,960,524
2008 16,942 4,557,296
2009 19,160 5,154,067
2010 21,379 5,750,839
2011 23,597 6,347,610
2012 25,816 6,944,382
2013 28,034 7,541,153
2014 30,253 8,137,925
2015 30,701 8,258,477
2016 31,149 8,379,030
2017 31,597 8,499,582
2018 32,045 8,620,135
2019 32,493 8,740,687
2020 32,941 8,861,240
2021 33,390 8,981,792
2022 33,838 9,102,345
2023 34,286 9,222,897
2024 34,734 9,343,449
2025 35,182 9,464,002
2026 35,630 9,584,554
2027 36,078 9,705,107
2028 36,527 9,825,659
2029 36,975 9,946,212
2030 37,423 10,066,764
2031 37,871 10,187,317
2032 38,319 10,307,869
2033 38,767 10,428,421
2034 39,216 10,548,974
2035 39,664 10,669,526
2036 40,112 10,790,079
2037 40,560 10,910,631

Table 2: Estimated demand during the 
concession period 
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Figure 15: Population growth in Valdemoro
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�Valdemoro has more barriers apart from the A-4 and the railway line, which pass through

the city.  On one hand there is the section of the R-4 toll highway, which cuts across it in

the south, and to the north, the M-506 highway and the train line that runs to San Martín

de la Vega. There is no access of any type to these, just as in the case of the R-4. The ac-

tions have, little by little, built up the territory of Valdemoro. Valdemoro is now considered

a bedroom community of Madrid, which is the main destination of the inhabitants of Valde-

moro, and the use of the A-4 is absolutely essential to enter and exit the city, and also to

reach the train station. There is a network of interurban buses that tries to resolve the

problem of access to Madrid, but these are subjected to the daily traffic jams that form on

the A-4 from the city of Getafe to the Atocha roundabout in the city of Madrid, where the

bus terminal is located. 

�In this situation, the only option open to Valdemoro is to continue the attempts to develop

the ring road around the municipality to the west and to continue seeking connection

with the train station. 

�A South highway interchange on the A-4 was built to access the train station, and is the

second exit point, along with the previously-existing one, and an underpass was also built

under the A-4 to allow Valdemoro’s first ring road to connect to the train station. In short,

these were the achievements in Valdemoro’s planning up to 2004, the year in which the lat-

est General Plan (PGV-2004) was prepared, with other proposals. 

�The PGV-2004 includes several areas for the construction of some 10,000 housing units,

which are currently about 60-70% completed. This means that the population will con-

tinue to grow, and it is estimated that within 8-10 years, the population of Valdemoro will

be 100,000 - 120,000 inhabitants, similar to the current population of Volos. This is the as-

pect that is driving the idea of quality transportation to improve the quality of life of the

inhabitants of Valdemoro, that will recover the city, and in short, promote an immediate fu-

ture that is more sustainable. 

In Valdemoro, efforts are being directed at keeping private vehicles from becoming consoli-

dated in the future as a basic means of transportation. Currently, most of travel inside Valde-

moro is either on foot or in private vehicles, and they are working to provide a public service

to dissuade people from using their cars in the near future. On the other hand, double park-

ing, occupation of pedestrian zones by cars, increased pollution, etc.

are situations that the city is trying to eliminate. The idea is to facili-

tate mobility for all sectors of the population (persons with reduced

mobility, captive users of public transport, etc) and avoid very long

travel times within the city for users of public transportation, which

is currently based on a bus network, as well as for users of private

transportation. 

All of these aspects have led to the search for solutions based on qual-

ity public transportation that is more attractive than the current op-

Figure 16: Simulation in Paseo de la Estación
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tions and that makes it possible to improve mobility in general, reduc-

ing travel in private vehicles. To achieve this, three years ago, the Valde-

moro City Hall began collaborating with MINTRA, with the participation

of the CRTM as well. An alternative study was prepared for the imple-

mentation of a light rail line in the municipality of Valdemoro. Also, the

CRTM decided to include Valdemoro as a representative city of small

and medium-sized cities in the TranSUrban project. 

The goals of the light train study done by MINTRA were the following:

�Increase the capacity of the transportation system with light rail

rolling stock, which has greater capacity than the traditional buses currently in use in Valde-

moro, with the possibility of adjusting and expanding capacity. 

�Improve accessibility to public transportation by all citizens, providing more stops on the sur-

face that facilitate access for people with mobility problems, adults with children in strollers,

the elderly, etc. 

�Improve travel times, ensuring punctuality and speed using a reserved platform and giving it

the greatest coverage possible, always combining the radius of influence with the travel times,

seeking an intermediate distance between stops, and also increasing comfort by using ade-

quate rolling stock and superstructure, reducing noise and rocking, etc. 

�Facilitate intermodality, ensuring the transfers between the tramway line and the train sta-

tion, and the interurban buses, thus improving relations with other municipalities. 

�Improve the quality of the environment in the city with a system that does not generate

noise or gases. 

�Improve public spaces by eliminating vehicles from the streets by reducing the amount of

travel by car and the number of buses. 

In terms of the current level of mobility in Valdemoro, the city has three systems of public

transportation. 

The commuter train (Cercanías line C-3) between Madrid and Valdemoro, although there

are other large municipalities that exert a certain attraction on Valdemoro, as is the case of

Getafe, which is also serviced by the C-3 line of Cercanías. The travel time from Valdemoro to

Atocha station is 27 minutes, and the travel time to Aranjuez is 15  min-

utes, but 90% of the travel on this line is in the direction of Madrid. The

daily demand is 10,000 trips, with approximately 43% boarding during

rush hour, between 7 and 9 a.m.; the afternoon rush hour, from 7 to 8

pm accounts for 11%, and diminishing during the rest of the day. 

In terms of interurban buses, the number of lines has been increased

in step with the growth of the city. There are currently 7 lines, 4 to

Madrid, one to San Martín de la Vega (to the northwest of Valdemoro),

another to Getafe, and one to Torrejón de la Calzada (to the east).

Figure 18: Simulation at the Valdemoro 
commuter train station 

Figure 17: Simulation in Valdemoro’s 
residential area
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Some of the lines that run to Madrid also connect with other municipalities such as Getafe and

Pinto to the north, and Ciempozuelos and Aranjuez to the south. The lines with the highest de-

mand are the 422 and 423, which together concentrate 70% of the total demand of the in-

terurban buses to Madrid. 

There are currently 7 urban bus lines. In recent years, the number of lines has been grad-

ually increased and they have been extended in response to the growth of the population.

Some of these lines connect to the industrial parks to the north, and others service the new

urban developments. Valdemoro’s historic city center is practically impenetrable for buses be-

cause it has a very old configuration with narrow streets and very sharp turns. Of these 7

urban bus lines, 6 connect to the Valdemoro train station. The lines with the greatest de-

mand are lines 1, 2, and 3. The points with the greatest influx of users are the hospital, the

civil guard training center, the industrial parks, facilities in the city center, and the commuter

train station. 

Therefore, the diagnosis is

that there is a significant sup-

ply of public transportation in

Valdemoro.  Rapid population

growth is expected in the

medium and long term (mainly

very young population), and as

a result, public transportation

will have to be installed in new

areas of the city’s growth to

prevent the new areas from

basing their mobility solely on

private transportation. To this

end, a study was done of the

light rail alternatives as a competitive high-speed commercial system with extensive coverage

that will improve the city’s environmental conditions. 

The characteristics of the proposal are: 

�Reserved platform 

�High commercial speed, around 20-30 km/h 

�Good accessibility, with surface stops every 400-500 m 

�Accessibility for people with reduced mobility 

�Interchange with the commuter railroad and urban buses 

�Urban routes with the possibility of expansion with new sections or connection to other net-

works in other municipalities through reserved corridors.

URBAN LINES

Line  nº passengers/
Route length trips/day day

L 1 Circular (Station - Medical Center - Station) 5.9 67 3,152
L2 Station - El Restón 7.5 67 3,125
L3 Circular (Avda. Andalucía - Station - Avda. Andalucía) 7.9 66 1,778
L4 Station - North Industrial Parks 9.5 31 509
L5 Station - Pl Rompecubas 11.0 31 701

262 9,265

INTERURBAN LINES

Line  nº passengers/
Route length trips/day day

422 Madrid - Valdemoro 24.9 149 5,312
423 Madrid - Aranjuez 45.9 115 3,513
424 Madrid - Valdemoro (El Restón) 27.3 48 1,093
426 Madrid - Ciempozuelos 32.2 63 1,495
428 Getafe - Valdemoro 24.9 50 2,007

425 13,420

Table 3: Characteristics of the Valdemoro bus networks 
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The idea behind these characteristics is to make the use of this mode of transportation very

attractive and transfer part of the traffic generated by private transportation towards the use

of this line. 

The design criteria are identical to the light rails in Boadilla, Pozuelo, and Las Tablas, namely UIC

gauge and ALSTOM CITADIS rolling stock. 

This would integrate into the urban environment, which is one of Valdemoro’s main concerns.

One light rail vehicle has the capacity of 3 buses or 165 private vehicles, and introduction of

the system would therefore reduce vehicle presence on public roads. It would also improve the

urban landscape, which would make it possible to reorganize the oldest sections of the city. 

Six alternatives with different routes were generated for the study. Several scenarios were

studied based on demographic characteristics, supply and demand, and different routes were

proposed. 

The alternative selected by the study starts at the Cercanías commuter train station and con-

nects to the inter-urban buses, and is supported on the city’s main roadways. It connects all of

the residential areas with installations, services, and the future hospital (now under construc-

tion). The line runs above ground, except for a tunnel section at the intersection with the A-4.

The stops are 45 m long for 30 m trains, and the platforms are 3 m wide.  The average distance

planned between stops is approximately 500 m.

Urban integration is complete, with a reserved platform with no physical barrier. The system

uses a double electrified track, with an estimated frequency of 7.5 minutes in each direction.
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2.1 · Vélez-Málaga Tramway (Spain): First action in the Region of Andalusia 
Abel López, Director of Works and Projects, Public Enterprise for the
Management of Andalusian Railways 

Ferrocarriles de la Junta de Andalucía (Andalusian Regional Government Railways) is a public

enterprise that manages all aspects related to railways in the Region. 

Its functions and objectives are the following: 

�Monitoring and supervision of the public domain and railway service. 

�Monitoring quality and capacity of the services. 

�Supervision to ensure compliance of clauses and conditions imposed through the granting

of concessions and authorizations. 

�Annual approval of applicable rates for services. 

�Execution of the economic-financial conditions of the concession. 

�Authorization of modifications to the characteristics of railway services. 

�Inspection of railway installations and services. 

�Adoption of disciplinary measures and exercise of sanctioning powers.

�Cooperation with railway authorities. 

This institution is also responsible for all public concessions that are in place in Andalusia, and

in other projects, directly executes the work in order to also operate it directly. 

The projects that are currently

underway include the conces-

sions for the metro systems in

Seville and Málaga, which are

both in the construction phase.

The Granada project will use a

different model. The tendering

procedures have already begun,

and the contract for the first

project was recently awarded for

the construction of a light rail

system with the concession cov-

ering only the operation. In Bahía

2· Session two:
Light Rail Actions in Europe 

Figure 19: Railway projects in progress in Andalusia 
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de Cádiz, the train-tram that connects the towns of Chiclana de la Frontera and San Fernando

is being built, and also includes an extension to the city of Cádiz, over the Seville-Cádiz high-

speed train line.  In addition to the Málaga metro, in this province there are two important proj-

ects under the name of the Costa del Sol railway, one to the west and one to the east. The

western branch consists of a high-performance train that will connect Málaga with Fuengirola

and Estepona, and the eastern branch is the train-tram that connects the town of Vélez-Málaga

with the capital city of Málaga. 

The preliminary studies prior to the implementation of the tramway to determine the fea-

sibility of an above-ground light rail included an analysis of other experiences in both Spain

and the rest of Europe, and it was found that in recent years, some 53 light rail systems have

been built throughout Europe, all in cities with more than 200,000 inhabitants. The question

then arose as to whether this mode of transportation would be feasible in cities with less

than 100,000 inhabitants. In some cases, such as Mallorca, Germany, Portugal, and Austria, the

systems were working. So why couldn’t it work in Vélez-Málaga and serve as an example in

Andalusia.

Vélez-Málaga is a city that is approximately 45 km from Málaga, on the coast to the east. It is

the capital of an important district called Axarquía, covering an area of 160 km2. This project

is also very important politically, since Vélez-Málaga has several population centers with a total

of 65,000 inhabitants (which increases enormously during the summer), of which only 45-50%

reside in the main town of Vélez-Málaga. It also has a sort of independent region right on the

coast, whose most important population center is Torre del Mar, with 15,000 inhabitants. 

Vélez-Málaga includes all of the daily activities of any municipality (commercial and adminis-

trative), while Torre del Mar includes all of the urban developments and concentrates most of

the service sector: hotels, apartments, restaurants, bars…For some time, there has been a po-

litical need to connect Vélez-Málaga with Torre del Mar, since the two towns were beginning

to separate from the political-administrative point of view. Development has begun gradually

along the route covered by the line, with the creation of residential zones, the Axarquía regional

hospital, where the tramway has a stop, a shopping center, and sports centers. The main road

that the tramway runs along is Avenida Juan Carlos I, which in the summer has an ADI of

14,000 vehicles, dropping to 10,000 the rest of the year. 

Before the tramway was built, there was a public transportation line between Vélez-Málaga

and Torre del Mar run by concessionaire Alsina Graells, which had 45 runs in each direction

and a frequency of 20 minutes, carrying around a million passengers a year. This line showed

significant seasonal fluctuations, around 40%. 

The route is 6 km long, divided into two phases. Phase one is currently in operation, and

phase two is under construction. The line has a total of 12 stops, with a separation of be-

tween 340 and 1,040 metros.  1,040 m may seem like too long of a distance for a tramway
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system, but this is justified by the terrain over which it travels. The speed of the rolling stock

is 50 km/h in the urban sections, and 70 km/h on the section between the towns. The track

gauges is international, UIC, with radii of around 30 meters. The voltage is 750 volts, with max-

imum slope of 6%. 

One of the most important characteristics in this

project is that the track has not been designed

strictly for the tramway. In phase one, there are

two concrete-slab sections with grooved rails, as is

traditionally the case with tramways, but in the

central section, ballasted track is used, which is not

so normal. Probably, in the years 1998-2000, when

this idea was developed, the decision was made to

reduce costs, even knowing that in the not-so-

distant future, it would have to be replaced to give

it a more urban appearance using concrete slabs.

So there are 2 km in phase one that run on bal-

lasted track, with all of phase two on concrete

slabs. It must also be noted that there is a section

in Torre del Mar and another in Vélez-Málaga that

are single tracks, which require the use of railway

interlockings.  

A Thyssenkrupp track system has been installed,

which guarantees significant absorption of noise

and especially vibration.  Despite this, in some

areas, a double-layer elastomer sheet was installed

in the base, 15+15mm in the base and 15 mm on

the sides.

Figure 20: Route of the Vélez-Málaga light hight rail line

Figure 21: Rail track set up on ballast (Phase I). La Pañoleta area

Figure 22: Rail track set up on concrete plate (Phase I)
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The rolling stock is new on the market, from CAF. This

is the material that was planned and purchased by the

concessionaire of the Seville metro, to put it in opera-

tion with the Seville metro, but due to delays in the

project, it was put into operation here. It is 2.65 meters

wide, with 100% low platform, and a capacity for ap-

proximately two hundred fifty passengers, both seated

and standing, and is 32 meters long. The rolling stock is

very innovative, and it is the first time that CAF has

manufactured this material, and we are testing it. 

The Avenida Juan Carlos I is a unique section because

it shares the platform with private vehicles, which can

travel on the platform and can go in front of and be-

hind the tramway. 

Public transportation in Vélez-Málaga is the exclusive

responsibility of the City Hall, as a result of an agree-

ment between the Málaga City Hall and the Regional

Government of Andalusia. 

The total budget for the execution of the work for

both phases is approximately 30 million euros, dis-

tributed as follows:

�Phase 1: Joint Venture Vías-ACS (22.54 M€) 

�Phase 2: Dragados (6.93 M€) 

�Project and Project Management: Joint Venture

Sener-Pereda 

The project transferred from the Regional Govern-

ment of Andalusia to the Vélez-Málaga City Hall in-

cludes the infrastructure, track superstructure,

electrification, safety, control, and communications

installations, workshops and depots, but not the

rolling stock.

The City Hall decided to request tenders for the con-

cession to manage the urban public transportation of

passengers in Vélez-Málaga. Prior to the concession, there were 3 bus lines - one connecting

Málaga and Torre del Mar, another that ran west from Vélez-Málaga, and another that went to the

rural district to the east of Vélez-Málaga.  When the concession was opened for bids, the successful

bidder was required to operate these three bus lines in addition to the tramway line and to pur-

Figure 23: Rolling stock (Vélez-Málaga line)

Figure 24: Finished track slab (Torre del Mar)

Figure 25:  Avda. Juan Carlos I
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chase the rolling stock for the Vélez-Málaga tramway, so the technical rate would only have to

amortize the operation and the purchase of the rolling stock since the infrastructure required no

amortization of any type. 

The ultimate recipient of the concession contract was TRAVELSA (Tranvía de Vélez S.A.), which

is a Joint Venture between ALSINA GRAELLS - CONTINENTAL RAIL - SANDO, and which

also happened to be the operator of the bus lines. The concession term is 25 years, with a com-

mitment to maintain the three existing bus lines plus the tramway lines. In terms of rolling stock,

two units were purchased from CAF, plus a third backup unit, all 100% low platform, 2.65 m wide,

with a passenger capacity of 275 (221 standing and 54 seated). According to the concession

specifications, the City Hall guaranteed 1,100,000 passengers, with annual growth of 2% during

the first ten years. The technical rate for the entire system, both buses and tramway, is 1.42

euros per trip, with 1.30 paid by the passenger (through this is currently reduced to 1 euro to

promote the tramway). Also, there is a compensation for the Administration, which is not very

profitable for the City Hall even, when the demand exceeds the guaranteed 1,100,000 by 25%

(in other words, 1,365,000 passengers) the technical rate is reduced by 25%. 

In terms of operation, there is still very little data available, since the line went into operation

officially on October 18, 2006 and has actually been in a test period. According to a press re-

lease on November 22, the figure of daily passengers using public transportation was given as

2,500 - 3,000, with 50% using the tramway. 

Figure 26: Railway networks around Málaga and Vélez-Málaga
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Since the same company operates the buses and tramway, transfers between the two types

of transportation in common sections is guaranteed: there is a single ticket, and the timeta-

bles are coordinated between buses and the tramway, specifically on the line that connects

Vélez-Málaga with Torre del Mar, where the bus is used to reinforce the points that can’t be

covered by the tramway. 

In terms of the Málaga Metro network, the concession for line 1 is in operation, for line 2, the

concession contract has been awarded and work is being carried out, and on line 3 (which

runs from El Palo, a neighborhood in Málaga, to Rincón de la Victoria) the project has been pre-

pared, and recently the operation of the project and the preliminary project for construction

to connect line 3 in the Rincón de la Victoria with the Vélez-Málaga to Torre del Mar tramway

with a train-tram, has been opened for tendering. This is a very important project because it

increases the value of the Vélez-Málaga tramway project even more. The point of view of urban

development, this train-tram is intended not only as a means of transportation between the cap-

ital city of Málaga and Vélez-Málaga, but also a connection with all of the municipalities and pop-

ulation centers located around it, so that it serves as an articulating axis for urban development,

with a large boulevard and extensive green spaces.

2.2 · Valenciennes Tramway (France) 
Isabelle Chapu, Head of Marketing for Transvilles 

The metropolitan area of Valenciennes is made up of 75 municipalities covering an area of 600

km2 with 343,000 inhabitants.  Valenciennes is located in northeast France, practically on the

border with Belgium. It is a medium-sized city, with urban center with 43,000 inhabitants and

a low population density. In France, tramway lines are normally built in larger cities, and which

makes this case unique. 

The urban transportation authority is the SITURV (Syndicat Intercommunal pour les Trans-

ports Urbains de la Région de Valenciennes) which is responsible for drafting the urban trans-

portation policy and the Urban Travel Plan (UTP), and for this reason receives the “Versement

Transport”, with is a subsidy that allows the financing of transportation, and in the case of

SITURV, totals 32 million euros per year. 

Transvilles operates the public transportation system in the metropolitan area of Valenciennes.

It is responsible for the buses, tramway, Park and Ride lots, PMR services, and Taxivan, which is

an on-demand transportation system. It is a corporation with mixed shareholding between the

company TRANSDEV and SITURV that was formed in 1979. The transportation service is under

a concession contract, with a term of 9 years (2000-2009). The company has a staff of 500 and

the fleet consists of 172 buses, 48 of which are articulated. 
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TRANSDEV, one of Transville’s shareholders, is a private transportation operator that works

in different countries (Spain, Portugal, France, Germany, England, Italy, and Austria), managing

both bus and tramway networks. The main installations are in London, Nottingham, Nantes,

Strasbourg, Orleans, Valenciennes, Montpellier, Grenoble, Geneva, and Melbourne. The man-

aged fleet has 9,000 buses and 1,000 tramways/light trains, with a staff of 26,000 people and

sales of 1.5 billion euros. On the Iberian Peninsula, TRANSDEV operates the light rail system

in Oporto, the tramway in Tenerife, and is the operating partner of the Pozuelo and Boadilla

del Monte light rail system in Madrid. 

Before the implementation of the tramway in Valenciennes (2005), Transvilles had 37 bus lines,

which dropped to 13 on Sundays and holidays. Coverage was from 5 am to 9 pm, and demand

was 17.9 million trips per year, for an average of 52 trips per inhabitant per year.

Since July 2006, the network has changed and now allows connection among all of the means

of transportation to complement each other. This complementing is possible thanks to the

commuter trains, tramway (with a line that will be expanded in 2007), 8 bus lines with a

high level of service, 31 “classic” bus lines, a “Taxival” on-demand service, a special trans-

portation service for PMRs, and 4 Park and Ride lots. The implementation of the tramway

has increased the service offerings

enormously and they will expand even

more with the extension of the line, ul-

timately offering 10,000 km more per

year in 2007 (8.7% more). 

The tramway line runs between the

University and Dutemple. There are

three stops at the University, after it

crosses commercial zones, passes

through the city center, the railway sta-

tion (which is an interchange point with

buses), and makes it possible to reach an

area where new businesses and housing

will be built. In total, it is 9.5 km long and

passes through five towns. It has 19

stops and the distance between each

one is approximately 500 meters.  The

fleet consists of 21 tramways, which has

required an investment of 240 million

euros (with 41 million euros in national

government contribution). The line serv-

ices 51,300 citizens and its construction

has generated 800 new jobs. 

Figure 27: Route of the Valenciennes tramway
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In 1994, the first studies for the implementation of the tramway were carried out, and more

than 10 years passed before it went into operation in June 2006. This occurred due to a series

of difficulties in decision-making, but once the decisions were made, construction was quite fast,

with work beginning in 2003 and concluding in April 2006,

with the official opening in June. 

The rolling stock is the Citadis 302 model, which is 33 m

long and 2.40 m wide. Both the rolling stock and the stops

were specially designed for Valenciennes, with the collabo-

ration of the company And Partenaires, which was the win-

ner of the French Design Institute’s “Janus de la cité” award. 

On the inside, the trams are bright, attractive, accessible, and comfortable. It should be noted

that the project involved working with different associations to determine the needs of the

users and to achieve good interaction between the different modes of transportation. The cars

can hold 212 passengers, with space for 48 seated passengers and 164 standing. They are

equipped with air-conditioning, video surveillance, and low-level floor running the full length to

provide access to everyone. 

The construction of the tramway has changed the configuration of Valenciennes. New over-

passes have been built and full integration with the urban development design has been achieved.

Eighty percent of the tramway platform has grass and the direction of some streets has been

changed, converting many others to pedestrian zones. 

The future expansion to Denain is already underway, with 8.5 km, 7 new stops, and an estimated

frequency of 10 minutes on weekdays. The line is expected to go into service in July 2007, and

will make it possible to travel through Denain-Valenciennes in 20 minutes. The total cost of the

expansion is 69 million euros, with 20,000 new inhabitants serviced. 

As mentioned before, the implementation

of the tramway has changed the city of  Va-

lenciennes. The motto “New network, new

service” has been adopted, in order to make

the tramway the mode of transportation of

the city’s residents, and trying to get people

to leave their cars at home to take the tram.

To do this, 4 Park and Ride lots have been

built along the length of the line: 

�Saint-Waast: 105 spaces

�Anzin Hôtel de Ville: 220 spaces

�Nungesser: 280 spaces

�Université:  225 spaces

Figure 28: Rolling stock of the Valenciennes tramway

Figure 29: Future extension to Denain 
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There are also new services for users:

a customer-information center has

been created (PIC), with information

provided in real time on incidents af-

fecting the line, with phone service

from 7 am to 7 pm.  There is also a web

page (www.transvilles.com) with infor-

mation on timetables, routes, etc. 

A service has been started at the end of

the evening, from 9:30 pm to 11:30 pm,

which consists of a tramway service that runs every

30 minutes, complemented by a bus service that runs hourly. 

In terms of the tramway service offered, the frequency is every 5 minutes during rush hours,

and 10 minutes during off-peak hours, and every 20-30 minutes at night. 

The communications and advertising process to promote the tramway has played an impor-

tant part in the process. A large number of promotional and informational campaigns have been

run by Transvilles: a coupon was created for discounted movie tickets if people took the

tramway, and another incentive was a free return trip for users who took the tram to the

bowling alley and ate there. 

The tramway is a mobility project, and is therefore included in the

PDU. The PDU’s objectives for the year 2010 are the following: 

�increase the use of public transportation by 30% 

�increase bicycle use by 10% 

�increase pedestrian movement by 10% 

�in new developments, devote no more than 50% of the roadway

to automobiles 

The tramway line is fully accessible, and in just 3 months, 36% of the public transportation de-

mand is now covered by the tramway. The current demand for the tramway in Valenciennes is

24,000 passengers/day, which is expected based on the size of the city. By 2009, demand for the

line is expected to increase by 30%, with 23.4 million trips per year. 

Lastly, one of the keys to its success are the clear and well-defined objectives in terms of mo-

bility policy, encouraging transportation systems that pollute less, having a project for city

transportation, not just infrastructure, passing through the city’s key points, central zones

(combined streets: pedestrians and tramway), the highest demand areas and areas of future

urban development, and finally, the involvement and experience of the operator in the proj-

ect is very important.

Figure 30: Publicity campaign for the Valenciennes tramway

Figure 31: Valenciennes tramway (France)
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2.3 · Linz Tramway (Austria) 
Gerd Sammer, Institute for Transportation Studies (BOKU-ITS), 
project partner 

Linz is located in the middle of the cities of Munich, 

Vienna, and Prague. It is a medium-sized city with ap-

proximately 200,000 inhabitants, with more than

400,000 people living in its metropolitan area. It covers

an area of 96 km2 and is the capital of the Upper-Aus-

tria province. 

The urban public transportation systems includes dif-

ferent modes: 

�light rail and tramway, with a network 18.9 km long,

and that is currently being extended; 

�trolleybus, with a length similar to that of the tramway,

18.7 km; 

�bus, with a very extensive network, more than 120 km

long.

In addition to these three main modes, Linz also has an

on-demand taxi system that also allows the integrated

ticket to be used. This particular aspect makes it a very

good transportation system. Lastly, there are also 6 re-

gional train lines, part of which are light rail lines. 

The road network is more than 530 km long, and its

most significant characteristic is that one-fourth of the network includes a bike lane (115 km),

which provides an enormous boost to the use of bicycles as a mean of transportation. It is also

possible to combine the bike and train, since bikes can be left at the station to then take pub-

lic transportation. 

The different modes of transportation in Linz are dis-

tributed as follows: 24% public transportation, 50% cars,

5% bicycles, and 22% pedestrian. The index of motor-

ization is high, with half of the population in this zone

owning a car (491 cars/1,000 inhabitants). 

In the last 10 years, there has been a significant change

in the tramway network in the city. Before, only one line

stopped at the train station, and now all of the lines have

a connection with the train station, which greatly im-

Figure 32: View of Linz city center

Figure 34: Platform adaptation when space is limited

Figure 33: Transition at entrance to the central station tunnel
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proves intermodality. The frequency has been increased, with

the interval between trams dropping to 6 minutes, and the

rolling stock has been upgraded to low-floor trams.

An important part of the project that will be studied in TranSUr-

ban is the redesign of the main train station, optimizing inter-

modality between regional and urban transportation, and also

facilitating intermodality with bicycles and cars. This new trans-

portation hub also includes the central bus station and the

tramway stop, which are just under the train, allowing very di-

rect access between the train tracks and the tramway tracks. 

The project has applied a global focus, which means that a lot

was invested in the infrastructure and urban planning, so that

the area around the station has been regenerated. 

The tramway was also extended to Ebelsberg, which is located

in a residential area to the south of the city, with an extension

3.7 km long. It was opened in 2002 and required an investment

of 28 million euros. 

Another extension of the tramway line went to Solar City,

which is a new suburban center whose objective is to respect

the environment, in other words, to be a city with lower than

normal energy consumption. 

The main railway station is the new Local Transportation cen-

ter, which includes a large shopping center. In other words, the

train station functions not only as public transportation, but is

also a place to go shopping and is a meeting point for young

people. Next to the main building, there is a new administrative

center of the provincial government. Everyone can reach this

administrative point from anywhere in the province in a half-

hour. As mentioned before, the bus terminal and tramway stop

are also integrated into the station. 

One of the big advantages of this project is that it was sup-

ported by numerous investors in the area. For next year, there

is a plan to build a railway office (Station Tower) and a library

(Tower of Knowledge).

Figure 36: Extension of the Linz tramway to Solar City

Figure 37: Solar City Station

Figure 35: Tramway extension from Linz to Ebelsberg
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Table 3: Investment cost to integrate the tramway into the train station 

Millions of euros

Railway station 42.5

Regional railway and platforms 46.8

Underground tramway 70.0

Provincial administration center 140.0

Tower of Knowledge 24.0

Station Tower 50.0

TOTAL 373.7

To sum up, 160 million euros were spent on transportation in-

frastructure and approximately 240 million euros on other in-

vestments. 

Since this is an integrated project, it has had an impact on the

entire city as a whole. 

Some of the future projects that are being considered include: 

�The extension of the tramway to Harter Plateau, to the

southwest, with a total length of 7-8 km and a cost of 200 mil-

lion euros, is planned to go into operation in 2009.

�A series of extensions have been planned to extend the

tramway to suburban zones Wegscheid and Pichling. 

�A new expansion of the city has also been planned and will

be serviced by a new S-Bahn (regional railway) service from

the northwest to the center of the city, at the main station. 

�A connection with Pregarten (northwest) by light rail. 

Lastly, a comment on the evolution of public transportation de-

mand from 2003 to 2005. In the last three years, the number

of tramway users has increased 30%. Part of this increase was

pulled from the bus service, which suffered a 24% drop. How-

ever, trolleybuses did gain slightly (4%) and taxis more than

doubled (158%). 

Figure 39: New central station in Linz

Figure 40: Inside of new central station in Linz  

Figure 38: New Linz trams 
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Q · Héctor Corazzini, from Tekia Consultores. The question for Carlos Cuadrado
is: In practice, how can the restriction of 3.5 passengers per square meter be
guaranteed in the tramway concession? 

A · Carlos Cuadrado. A maximum occupancy of 3.5 passengers per square meter can be per-

fectly guaranteed since the Regional Transportation Consortium will be continually moni-

toring the actual occupancy of trains, just as it does with the metro and bus lines in Madrid.

Also, the contracting organization will apply a penalty if these limits are exceeded, and may

also require the purchase of new rolling stock to provide better quality of service. 

Q · Héctor Corazzini, from Tekia Consultores. Another question is when should
light rail be installed and when should bus lines be used? In the case of Va-
lenciennes, high-demand buses have been discussed.  Why haven’t more high-
demand buses been installed instead of tramway lines? 

A · Isabelle Chapu. In Valenciennes, there is a route with a high demand for public trans-

portation, and the network is organized into four cardinal points. The central street over

which the tramway runs is a pedestrian street, where it would be very difficult to run 8

bus lines passing every ten minutes, since they are articulated buses that are wider than

the tramway and take up more space. However, the tramway has improved the center

and has been a project for the city: having a platform with 80% grass isn’t possible with a

bus, because buses need to run on asphalt. On the other hand, the implementation of the

tramway has resulted in the renewal of an old railway platform, which is an aspect that was

evaluated in favor of the tramway versus buses. 

A · Gerd Sammer. In regard to the bus and the tramway, one of the results of the Linz proj-

ect was the integration of the tramway (using an underground link) into the train station,

compared with the integration of the bus terminal, which has a much greater impact on urban

regeneration, and is a very important aspect that makes the tramway more appropriate. 

Q · Pedro Puig Pey, of ETT Consultores. The question deals with the acceptance of
the tramway system in Spain, and particularly in Madrid, on the part of citizens,
since there is special situation due to the fact that municipal politics have often
considered light rail as a degradation of the metro, requiring heavy trains when
there was insufficient demand to justify them. In other small and medium-sized
Spanish cities, where there is no tradition of tramways, it has been hard to
convince citizens that the implementation of tramways is not the same as
installing a railway in the city, but rather generated improvements for the urban
multitudes, and the quality of the spaces through which they run. In some

Questions and Answers 
for Sessions 1 and 2
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countries, such as Austria, the tramway experience is very widely accepted, but
in others, numerous meetings are needed to launch and develop the tramway
(2,400 meetings in Bordeaux).  Along this line, what do the speakers think of the
citizen acceptance of the tramway? 

A · Isabelle Chapu. In Valenciennes, before the project, people, especially business owners,

were afraid and were against the project. Today this has changed completely. The tramway

is another dimension of the city.  The entire city has changed from the urban and com-

mercial point of view.  Valenciennes is very close to Lille, an important city to which peo-

ple used to go to shop and for their leisure activities.  Now, with the tramway, people stay

in Valenciennes for their shopping and leisure activities in the city, since several shopping

centers were built at the same time as the tramway to make the city more attractive. 

A · Carlos Cuadrado. The tramway system is not a new system, but has already been im-

plemented in many cities in Spain, and in other European cities. The above-ground sections

of the Sanchinarro and Las Tablas line are perfectly integrated into the zone and should

not pose any problems for the residents nearby, and so far we are unaware of any rejec-

tion by the residents who are going to occupy the PAUs that are under development. 

A · Manos Vougioukas. The matter of advertising and awareness campaigns is very impor-

tant, especially for small and medium-sized cities that do not have as much experience with

more modern transportation systems. These new systems are going to generate some

type of problem or hostility, and so the population should receive enough information. In

the case of Volos, Greece, as part of the project, a marketing and advertising study is being

carried out so that the municipal authorities will have the necessary resources to launch

this type of campaign. It’s very important to fit these campaigns with the implementation

phases of the new transportation systems, in order to convince citizens and other inter-

est groups and achieve the consensus needed to implement the system. 

A · Gerd Sammer. It’s not only important to say that the tramway is an innovative trans-

portation system; it’s also important to communicate that it is a system of urban devel-

opment that helps make the city more interactive. Any awareness or information campaign

starts by asking people about their concerns, problems, etc. to create a well-aimed cam-

paign that gives them the right information. 

Q · John Carr. Public Transportation Consultant. My question is for the speakers
from Valenciennes and Málaga. Has there been an increase in bus usage in
parallel with the use of tramways? 

A · Isabelle Chapu. In Valenciennes, the project was designed thinking of the bus system as

well. The idea is not to consider buses and the tramway separately, but rather to integrate

them. The tramway is the backbone of the new network, and both modes work together.

The implementation of the tramway has also resulted in the improvement of the bus serv-

ice. It’s therefore important that the operator and the Administration work together. 

A · Abel López. In the case of Vélez-Málaga, before the arrival of the tramway, there were

three operating bus lines, one with the same route. The concessionaire, which operates

the three bus lines and the tramway, has been asked to use buses to supplement the fre-
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quency or demand that the tramway is unable to cover at certain times. So the idea is for

them to complement each other rather than competing. 

Q · Francisco Gutiérrez, from the CRTM. My question is for the speakers from
Valdemoro. How is the Valdemoro tramway going to be financed? Have you
thought of some type of financing, perhaps a system similar to the one used
in the Parla tramway using surpluses generated by population growth? Al-
though it is true that Parla is doubling the number of homes, but it could be
a possible system of financing, charged off against this large urban growth. 

A · José Luis Navarro. The cost estimate that we have for the project is approximately 200

million euros.  Valdemoro is investing in new highway connections or the improvement

of existing ones with the same mechanism as Parla, supported by the new growth. How-

ever, at this point it’s not possible to know how these financing systems will apply to the

Valdemoro tramway. 

Q · Carlos Cristóbal, of the CRTM. The first question is in regard to traffic light
priority. How is this priority set for track crossings with cars?  

A · Abel López. In the case of the Vélez-Málaga tramway, traffic-light priority is established

at each an every one of the intersections. It’s a system that has been tested and proven on

many operations around the world. To sum it up, there are a series of loops or pins that

detect the tramway and send a signal to the regulator, which begins to switch all of the traf-

fic lights so that there is a window of opportunity during which the tram has to cross the

intersection, if nothing happens to affect its arrival at the intersection, and when it arrives,

it finds all of the traffic lights that intercept the vehicular traffic flow that affects the plat-

form are red. If between the time the tram is detected and its arrival at the intersection,

the time window elapses because of some circumstance occurred to delay its arrival, it will

have to stop. Normally, especially when an operation is already underway, the drivers know

how to do this quite well and there is no problem. 

A · Isabelle Chapu. In Valenciennes, the tramway has the right of way at all intersections.

This is very important to keep the timetables. The platforms are reserved, without physi-

cal barriers, and the cars respect it. On the other hand, the entire line is above ground,

which makes it more economical. 

A · Antonio González. In the case of Pozuelo and Boadilla, both systems have traffic light

preference. In regard to the problem of opposition by citizens, it’s true that in Spain there

is very strong social pressure and that in many places it has been necessary to run the sys-

tem underground. In the specific case of Pozuelo, the situation is very delicate because

there are several factors that generate this situation, such as a lack of time to inform the

target audience of citizens in Pozuelo who are not public transportation users and who

don’t feel that the project applies to them, since they use their cars. There have also been

very strong internal pressure groups that have even spread false information to oppose the

construction. In short, preliminary communication work was missing, and is essential to

achieve acceptance by citizens, and even more so in Madrid.
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A · Carlos Cuadrado. In regard to the traffic-light priority in Sanchinarro-Las Tablas, there

are unguarded level crossings where the light rail has priority.  Nevertheless, they are con-

trolled by the operations assistance system that is installed on the track, in other words,

the light rail’s own track signaling system controls the lights at crossings. On the other

hand, the Madrid City Hall wants to reserve the right to control the traffic lights at some

particular time. We could therefore say that there is traffic-light priority on this line, but

always ultimately depending on the City Hall’s decision. 

A · Gerd Sammer. In Austria, traffic lights are operated by the authorities in each city, which

means that they can decide how this should be done in each city. There are several cities

that have full priority for public transportation, but in Vienna, for example, the city au-

thorities don’t want that, and for this reason there is 20-30% traffic light priority. 

Q · Carlos Cristóbal, of the CRTM. The second question is for professor Gerd
Sammer. In regard to the extensions to the Solar City urban development,
was it known from the very beginning that the tramway was going to extend
to it, and where was the stop? Has Solar City paid or financed part of the ex-
tension or the tramway station in any way? 

A · Gerd Sammer. Solar City is a holistic concept that represents the integration of infra-

structure planning, transportation planning, and urban planning. On the line, there is a main

stop that is accessible on foot from almost anywhere in the city, and that is the secret of

its success. On the other hand, the city authorities said that it wanted to build a “low-

power-consumption” city, and to do this, it would have to have this type of accessibility to

public transportation. 

Q · Eugenio Morales, member of the Sustainable Mobility Forum of the Region
of Madrid. The balance rate of the Madrid metro, the cost of the trip before
the arrival of light rail, was around 1.1€ per trip. According to the data
provided by Carlos Cuadrado, the per-trip cost will be around 4.5 euros. Is
that price accurate? Will this situation significantly affect ticket prices for
the Madrid metro as a whole? This would mean that a small part of the metro
network would seriously burden the ticket prices for the Madrid network on
the whole.  

A · Carlos Cuadrado. It’s true that the technical rate for the concessionaire in Sanchinarro-

Las Tablas is over 4 euros. Whether or not this will result in an increase in the rates for

the rest of the Madrid metro network has yet to be decided by the Regional Transporta-

tion Consortium, which is the competent authority in this case. This is not the first rail-

way transportation concession system in Madrid, nor it is the first to have a rate that is

higher than the Madrid metro’s balance. 

Q · Santiago León, from the Environmental and Land Planning Minister of the
Region of Madrid. Regarding the financing of light rails, why is it not
thought that this infrastructure should be paid for by new developments, as
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is the case with the rest of the infrastructure? Current legislation in Spain
and in the Region of Madrid calls for the inclusion of infrastructure as
general systems financed by urban development. Then, when the routes
begin to cross undeveloped areas, it is the time to think whether those
financing costs should really be paid by those surpluses that are being
generated. In short, who should pay for the new lines: all of society,
benefiting a series of new developments, or the inhabitants of those new
future developments? 

A · Gerd Sammer. When we talk about financing infrastructure, we must keep private ve-

hicle infrastructure in mind, since it cannot be separated from public transportation infra-

structure. Analyzing the total economic cost of using cars and using public transportation,

the coverage of the costs is what the user is paying. Public transportation on average has

60% coverage of costs in Europe, while with cars this is just 40%. This means that the pub-

lic authorities also have to contribute as long as there is not a fair contribution between

the automobile use and public transportation use. On the other hand, I also think that the

land owner should also contribute in some way, since his land is increasing in value. 

A · Manos Vougioukas. Following this line, it is true that we often forget that to build high-

ways, the option of who’s going to pay is not considered; it is assumed that the State will

pay. In the case of public transportation, this cost is charged to the city.  And small cities

can’t cover these investments. In Volos, however, this possibility is being studied. There is

land available, land that is very valuable for the development of the city, that is owned by

the state railroads. But this organization is not aware of or doesn’t value this advantage. If

there is a possibility of cooperation between the city, the Government Ministry of State

Railways, the land could be transferred to the investor, who would have to provide the 4.5

km of the first line that are required from the train station to the Olympic Stadium. For

example, this is a system that has been used in Greece, where the land owner transfers

development rights to the developer, and as compensation, the owner receives something

in exchange. This has been used a lot in the private sector, perhaps too much, and in the

public sector, we’re beginning to talk about using this type of system. So there are ways for

cities, even small ones, to use their available properties to facilitate investment, or at least

the preliminary investments. Of course we need other financing as well. We need resources

from the European Union, through community support, perhaps through instruments in the

future that are similar to cohesion funds, which is a very important subject to discuss. We

also need favorable credit conditions through credit institutions such as the European In-

vestment Bank. This combination of financial resources, development rights, and other in-

come such as advertising, use of joint development in stations, etc. could better satisfy

financing needs.  And I am referring to cities that intend to carry out these actions, not

green areas, which would be a little bit different.
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Q · Antonio García, from Steer Davis Gleaves. My question is for Carlos
Cuadrado. Just as Metro de Madrid is the organization that is going to
operate and maintain the Sanchinarro Line, and Caja Madrid is a financial
institution, what is ALSA’s role within the concessionaire structure that has
been applied in this case? 

A · Carlos Cuadrado. ALSA’s role is not merely financial. ALSA is a road public transporta-

tion company with extensive experience in passenger transportation, that contributes its

know-how in the concessionaire.  It’s also a company that is already working with railway

systems, with Alsa Rail, and that also wants to move into railway concessions. 

Q · Jesús Velasco, from the Region of Pamplona. Thinking of a medium-sized city,
when a tramway line is implemented, there will be some bus lines that will
lose demand, as in the case of Linz, where the tramway has increased 32%
and the bus has lost 26% in recent years.  How was the line designed for that
transfer from one mode to the other, thinking of what must be removed from
the urban buses? 

A · Gerd Sammer. It’s clear that if a tramway line is extended, the bus network will have to

change to become a feeder system. A tramway system needs more demand and it would-

n’t make sense to maintain a parallel bus line. Normally the bus line is eliminated and used

as a feeder line for the tramway, and it is very important that the timetables be completely

integrated in order to reduce waiting times as much as possible. This is now much simpler

thanks to technological advances in terms of real-time information. This has been done in

Linz and works very well, providing quality of service to public transportation users. There

have been no problems, because the same company owns both the bus network and the

tramway. However, there may be problems if there are private bus operators, which would

need to receive some type of compensation. What is really important is the integration be-

tween the bus and the tramway. 

A · Manos Vougioukas. In Volos, the bus operator sees the tramway as a threat, and we have

to explain that it's not a threat, but rather that the entire public transportation system ben-

efits because people stop using their cars.  Also, the buses play a very important role, since

they serve as the feeder for the tramway. 
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3.1 · Buses with high level of service (France) 
Sébastien Rabuel, Projects Director, CERTU

The CERTU, Center for studies on networks, transportation, urban development, and public

works, is a technical service of the French ministry located in Lyon. 

In France, each mode of public transportation has enjoyed its moment of glory. In the 70s, it

was the metro (prior to the 70s, only Paris had a metro system); at the beginning of the 80s,

tramways, and later came the time of rapid-transit buses (BHNS - bus à haut niveau de serv-

ice) in France. 

In 1971 the transportation tax, “versement transport”, was introduced in Paris, and was later ex-

tended to other regions. This transportation tax is levied on all companies with more than 9 em-

ployees located within the urban transportation perimeter. In 2004, the tax covered 40% of the

cost of all of the public transportation networks in the provinces, and at that time served as an

incentive to build metros in larger cities in order to limit growth of private vehicle use. Following

Paris, the first cities to build metro systems were Marseille and Lyon in the 70s, and later Lille and

Toulouse, which opted for metros with light rail, what are known as ALVs (Automatic Light Vehi-

cles), and finally Rennes, in 2002.

Next came the tramway era, starting

at the end of the 80s. If we compare

the cost per kilometer of tramways

(15-25 M€/km), we find that they are

four times cheaper than metros (70-80

M€/km) and are also better adapted to

demand in terms of capacity. Also, in

France, tramways are not just a mean

of transportation, but are also an urban

tool to improve the environment in

cities. Often, the cost of a project to

implement a tramway is high in France,

which is explained by the fact that the

urban improvements involved may rep-

resent between 20% and 40% of the

cost of the tramway.

3· Session three:
Bus Systems 

Figure 41: French cities with metro systems 
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There are currently 321 km of tramways in 15 cities, with 128

km of extensions planned, and 7 other cities are planning to build

their first tramway, which will add an additional 87 km. It could

be said that the rebirth of tramways was a result of a change in

the mentality of both politicians and citizens, although a very

strong policy was required to bring about this change. 

Currently in France, apart from the planned extensions, it ap-

pears that tramways no longer adapt to the needs and cities are

having some financial problems. At the same time, buses have a

negative image because there are more traffic problems and due

to the lack of investment. Therefore, what is needed is an inter-

mediate type of transportation halfway between French

tramways and traditional buses, mainly in terms of image, be-

cause as we all know, image is very important, but also in terms

of the level and quality of service. 

The French concept of the rapid-transit bus is the result of this, with the main objective of im-

proving the level of service of traditional buses and adding some of the characteristics of the

tramway. The level of service refers to the planned frequency, capacity, comfort, speed, safety,

and barrier-free accessibility and intermodality. The quality of service refers more to how this

is carried out, and is what is experienced by passengers when they use it. The French rapid-tran-

sit bus combines both elements, and is based on the English BRT (Bus Rapid Transit). It’s not a

brand, and is adapted to the French context (narrow streets, etc.), and most importantly: it

does not oppose the tramway. 

In terms of capacity, in France, the tramway is used with more than 3,000 passengers and

hour and in each direction.  Traditional buses, with few dedicated lanes and a frequency of

7 minutes can handle just over 1,000 passengers and hour in each direction. There is there-

fore a gap in terms of capacity between both that the rapid-transit bus service makes it

possible to cover. 

The basic aspects that must be changed to convert a traditional bus into a rapid-transit bus are: 

�vehicles - improve them to make them more comfortable and to communicate a modern

image to citizens; 

�The infrastructure, provision of reserved lanes for buses, make it possible to increase

speed and frequency, especially in areas with heavy traffic; in this sense, it is often unnec-

essary to have 100% dedicated bus lanes, and they can be focused in certain problem spots

along the route;

�the stations or stops, whose main objective is to make them as accessible as possible;

Figure 42: French cities with tramways 
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�Intelligent transportation systems (ITS), all available technology must be applied to the bus,

as in the case of tramways, providing ticket dispensers in stations and inside the buses; 

�Operating conditions, with traffic light priority for buses being one important aspect, as well

as the interconnection with the other modes of transportation in the city in question. 

The concept of rapid-transit bus is not clearly defined, and there are no limits. Local au-

thorities can choose one of the five elements mentioned before, depending on the local au-

thorities intended goals for the bus line.  As a result, there are several different types of

BHNS in France: at one extreme is line 1 in Grenoble, which consists of a revitalization of

the line, emphasizing accessibility and priority, and on the other, the BusWay in Nantes, which

is very similar to a tramway.

The identity of the new transportation system is a very impor-

tant aspect, as is communication. In France, special names are

normally used, and sometimes a specific brand images for these

BHNS lines: BusWay in Nantes, Lianes in Dijon, etc. 

The position given to these rapid-transit buses in the public

transportation network is another aspect to be taken into ac-

count when promoting their use. For example, in Nantes, the

BHNS line is introduced in the network map at the same level

as the tramway lines, and in Lyon, the public transportation network map includes the four

metro lines (A, B, C, and D), the three tramway lines (T1, T2, and T3) and the new rapid-tran-

sit bus lines (C1 and C3). The lines of this BHNS network are labeled with the letter C, which

refers to the Cristales buses, developed by the company IRISBUS. 

It is hard to take an inventory of

all of the BHNS systems in France,

since the concept contains differ-

ent elements and it’s hard to de-

termine when a specific example

should or should not be included.

Apart from this special character-

istic, there are 15 cities with

BHNS services already in opera-

tion or planned. 

The cities that are initially most in-

terested in this concept are the

smaller ones with fewer than

Figure 43: BHNS brand image

Figure 44: French cities with BHNS
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200,000 inhabitants. This is the case of Nîmes, in southeast France, with a project for two lines,

with a total of 13.5 km, with some reserved lanes in the center, ticketing in the station and not

on the vehicle, incentive parking lots, and a progressive system, which means that if frequency

increases, these buses can easily be converted into a tramway. In terms of appearance, they are

very similar to tramways. 

Another example of a small city is Lorient, in Brittany, with 120,000 inhabitants. In this case, the

traffic rotaries are designed similarly to the ones for tramways, crossing through the center in

order to make the most comfortable route. This type of project generates urban regeneration,

as with the tramway, trying to give more space to pedestrians and cyclists. 

The BHNS can also be implemented in larger cities, with a secondary network. In Lyon, this is

the third level of the public transportation network, after the metro and the tramway. Line C1,

7.8 km long, was put into service several weeks ago.  It is part of

a project for two lines, with a total of 18 km, that extends the

network towards a hill for 2009. The expected demand is more

than 23,000 trips per day. The fleet will include 18 IRISBUS

Cristales buses, costing 60 million euros.  There will be special

conditions in terms of accessibility and reserved lanes - not

100%, but a large part, and also partial traffic-light priority. The

service timetable for a C1 line is similar to that of a tramway line,

with good frequency levels until midnight (10-15 minutes), which

does not happen with many traditional bus lines in France. 

Another large city with BHNS service is Grenoble, whose line 1 went into service in 1998, with

a length of 9 km. At that time, it had 12,000 passengers, but the number of users was dropping

steadily, so the local authorities decided to introduce several improvements: bus lanes went

from 20% to 70% of the length of the line, buses were given priority at all traffic lights, and sta-

tions were improved in terms of security and access.  In 2005, line 1 was 20% faster and with

the same number of buses, frequencies of 5 minutes were achieved at rush hour, as opposed

to 7 minutes previously, and the number of trips increased by 60% to 19,000 trips per day. 

The concept of BHNS can be exported to the suburban environment. This is the case of

Toulouse, which has a main metro and bus network, and which is trying to add five rapid-tran-

sit buses into the transport hubs.  In Strasbourg, with a population of 430,000, residents are

widely dispersed in the western suburban area, with two Intercity buses that provided service

to 3,500 passengers a day, but that suffer from the considerable congestion on the national 4

highway as it passes through different towns. 

In 2002, they decided to build a 1.1 km reserved lane for buses between the towns of Furden-

heim and Marlenheimdos, increasing the number of passengers by 20%.  In 2006, they also de-

cided to give priority to buses when crossing the cities. 

Figure 45: CRISTALIS bus in Lyon 
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Another example of suburban BHNS lines is Grenoble, with an experiment reserved lane

on the shoulder of the access highway into the city, which has heavy traffic. It was put into

service in 2002. 

3.2 · Nantes BusWay (France) 
Damien Garrigue, Project director, Nantes Metropole

Nantes, along with Saint-Nazaire, is considered to be the largest city in western France. In the

last few years, it was the second fastest growing city in all of France in terms of population. 

The territory of Nantes Metropole has 580,000 inhabitants, covers an area of 523.4 km2, and

is a very attractive city. The employment rate has increased significantly in recent years, and is

the highest in France. 

Nantes Metropole administers a territory with 24 municipalities, with multiple responsibili-

ties, including public services, water, trash collection, collective transportation, urban devel-

opment, tourism, public spaces, and public roadways. The city halls of each one of the

municipalities may take part decisions related to these matters, but Nantes Metropole is the

authority that ultimately decides and finances all of the infrastructure, making it easier to

carry out a project when it controls the money and the roads. 

The BusWay line (line 4) is the fourth line in the main transportation network of the greater

Nantes area, which already has 3 tramway lines, the largest tramway network in France, with

a total of 40 km. In the metropolitan area, there are also 70 bus lines that immerse them-

selves in the daily traffic jams. There are also express lines that run directly from the outly-

ing municipalities to the main network.  And lastly, there are new lines, called the cronobus,

that enjoy privileges on the roadway, such as bus lanes, that guarantee travel times and a fre-

quency of 10 minutes at rush hour. 

Before line 4 was put into service, the transportation network had 3

tramway lines, two of which were complete. Line 1 connects to the Beau-

joire stadium and transports more then 100,000 travelers a day. Line 2

connects to the university, to the north, and also carries more than

100,000 passengers a day. Line 3 carries 40,000 passengers a day. 

Line 4 is 7 km long and has 15 stations, of which 8 are transfer stations,

one with the tramway lines, and the others with the lines in the bus net-

work.  Line 4 also includes Park and Ride (with 830 spaces) and a main

intermodal station, which was built due to the reorganization of the bus

network with the startup of line 4. 

Figure 46: Close approximation between
bus and station platform
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Line 4’s route starts on a boulevard on the periphery, travels around the metropolitan area, and

continues to connect with two large educational centers with more than 5,000 students.  It con-

tinues its route to the center of Nantes, connecting with a large shopping center, with the con-

vention hall, the castle, and the cathedral. The main Park and Ride lots are located on the main

streets that head towards the center of Nantes. 

This line has 20 vehicles, with a cost of 9.3 million euros. The infrastructure cost is 50 million

euros, approximately 7 million euros per kilometer, while the cost of a tramway line is ap-

proximately 20 million euros per kilometer. The line was put into service on November 6, 2006. 

In designing line 4 BusWay, the characteristics that made the tramway a success (at least in

Nantes it is truly a success, since it has made it possible to reassess the entire city) were applied.

Some of the main characteristics that have contributed to the success of the tramway are: 

�Reserved platform for almost the entire route;

�Intersection management that gives priority to the BusWay, limiting the disturbance of gen-

eral traffic;

�The creation of true stations (optimization of passengers getting on and off, stations with

platforms, shelters, and equipment); 

�The creation of Park and Ride lots and intermodal stations: reorganization of the network

to favor the connection of different modes of transportation. 

Figure 47: Network of tramways and busways in Nantes
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Some of the particular characteristics of the BusWay include:

�Since there are no rails or power lines, the line must be identified;

�Different regulations, so specific authorization is required for the experimentation with

tramway traffic signals for a BHNS (rapid-transit bus); 

�Accessibility without a guided system (no materials, such as rails, or optical or magnetic ma-

terial): arrival at the platform and vehicle/platform interface.

The following are some of the characteristics of line 4 BusWay.

�The platform. Of the 7 km covered, more than 6 km run over a dedicated platform, with the

same quality as the tramway. Previously, the road space was devoted to cars, and now this

space is shared by all of the modes of transportation: BusWay, cars, cyclists, and pedestrians.

Over almost the entire route, the platform is lo-

cated in the center of the roadway. When the road

is not wide enough, the BusWay combines with gen-

eral traffic in one direction, and has a reserved lane

in the other direction.

�Intersection management is an important aspect to

maintain the consistency of the line. In Nantes, as in

Spain, roundabouts are generally used, with the

BusWay crossing through the center. Cars stop

when the BusWay passes through the roundabout.

�The stations, not stops, are designed to optimize the

process of passengers getting on and off. The stations

are on platforms so that passengers access directly

from the sidewalk to the station platform. Special

canopies have also been designed for this line.

�The reorganization of the bus network and the con-

nections with the different modes of transportation

have required significant work in intermodal stations,

such as the Graineret interchange station, where the

BusWay line runs above and the buses run below,

with connection using elevators and escalators. It also

includes a Park and Ride lot with 250 spaces.

�Identification of the BusWay line. The platform has

been painted a specific color, and the stations are

different.

�The traffic signal regulations are different for buses and the tramway. They wanted to use the

same traffic signals for the tramway and the BusWay, so specific authorization had to be re-

quested from the Ministry. The R-17 traffic light, equipped with a driver assistance system,

and the R-24 light that warns vehicles that are going to cross the platform with a flashing red

light, were used.

Figure 48: Nantes BusWay platform

Figure 49: Traffic roundabout crossed by the central BusWay lane
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Figure 52: The highway before, during, and after the works

�The BusWay has no optical or magnetic guidance system.

This means that the arrival of the bus at the platform is

somewhat complicated. To overcome this difficulty, lower,

polished granite curbs are used, with a platform height of

27 cm, with the bus platform at a height of 30 cm. This

helps guide the driver to increase quality of the bus ap-

proach to the platform. 

In terms of the implementation of the project, the idea began

in 2002 when the idea of extending the tramway line was

rejected, deciding to replace it with a tram-bus line. The stud-

ies and surveys were published in 2002 with the choice of

the route and the architecture team. In 2004, preparatory

work began, and in March 2005, the work began, causing a

significant disturbance to traffic. Finally, the BusWay system

went into operation on November 6, 2006. 

Studies, work, and communication. This is a very important

part for the acceptance of a project of this type. The study

phase to define the project, its architectural characteristics,

and the work required took 4 years, including the modifica-

tions to the program requested by the politicians of the met-

ropolitan area. 

The execution of the work was a difficult part of the project because the line uses a high-

way that was the main point of entry to the city for a large part of its route, and there was

a significant impact on traffic. The initial work created new connection systems between the

streets of the city and this highway.  A provisional Park and Ride lot was also built to con-

nect the tramway with a bus so that people could leave their cars and continue on public

transportation. 

An effective information campaign was run for the project, indicating alternative routes, and also

providing a toll-free phone number with information on the status of the work, with a person

on-site monitoring the work. A commission was also created for friendly regulatory commis-

Figure 50: BusWay Station

Figure 51: Graineret intermodal station
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sion with businesses which made it possible to quickly resolve problems without the need to

go to court. 

In terms of the vehicle, the initial design called for a tram-bus, but the idea was abandoned. The

BusWay has several specific interesting characteristics: It has four sliding doors like a tramway,

a unique design, has priority at intersections, and does not have advertising. The vehicles also

have miniramps that are triggered automatically when doors 2 and 3 open. Inside the vehicle,

there is a dynamic diagram of the line, a panel that shows transfers, and a device that informs

users when the next line passes. 

Figure 53: Diagram of BusWay rolling stock

Figure 54: BusWay bus
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Finally, operation. The frequency is 4 minutes at rush hour, and 6 minutes during off-peak hours,

running from 5:00 am. until 12:30 am. Expected demand is approximately 20,000 to 25,000 pas-

sengers/day (the first two weeks of use, more than 17,000 passengers a day used it). 

Potential modifications include increasing the frequency (every 3 minutes), adding larger-ca-

pacity vehicles (double-articulated buses), and perhaps in the distant future, the transformation

into a tramway line. 

3.3 · Successful bus rapid transit (BRT) systems in the United Kingdom 
Ashley Curtis, Main consultant, Steer Davies and Gleave Ltd.

The BRT (Bus Rapid Transit) is a relatively new concept in the UK, and although there are cur-

rently different projects under development, only a few are already in operation. 

The BRT is a mode of transportation between a light rail and a bus, that takes the best from

light rail systems in terms of priority, travel time, and high-quality services, and combines them

with flexibility, response capabilities, and more economical prices of buses. 

There are several factors that must be taken into account, and that the BRT must include.  All

of these are related to high quality and frequency. The consultancy firm Steer, Davies, and

Gleave (SDG) has extensive experience in developing BRT

systems, metros, and light rail systems in both the UK, as well

as in the rest of Europe and in South America. For example,

in South America, SGD developed Bogotá’s TransMilenio sys-

tem, which is the largest-capacity system in the world, with a

network with 60 km of network that moves more than 1 mil-

lion passengers a day (40,000 passengers an hour in each di-

rection at rush hour). 

In the UK, there is nothing on the same scale as the Trans-

Milenio, but there is Fastrack, which is a BRT system located

in an area to the east of London, to the south of the Thames,

where new housing developments are being built (30,000) and

where numerous new jobs are being created (50,000). The first

Fastrack line has been operating for 8 months, in other words,

it began operation in March 2006. The goal is to go from rural

land and an old mine to an urban development aimed at sus-

tainable public transportation. 

Fastrack’s origins date back to 1995 when the owner of some

of the mines that were approaching the end of their produc-

Figure 55: Canopy of Fastrack bus stations
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tive life began to look for a use for them in the future, which resulted in the document titled

“Looking toward the future”, which considered as series of developments connected by a type

of light rail system. After several surveys, it was clear that the expected demand for that area

did not justify a tramway, so that was not a possibility. In 1999, there was a switch to the idea

of developing a rapid-transit system using rubber-tire-based vehicles. Fastrack is not a guided

system, but rather uses reserved lanes with traffic-light priority. Its implementation is going to

allow a large amount of development in this area, creating transportation capacity while at the

same time providing access to other existing modes of transportation. The development of

Fastrack is included in the program of projects that will be developed over the next 15 years.

Several sections will be ready just ahead of the urban developments that they will service, and

others will be put into service later. This network will expand the public transportation net-

work by approximately 40 km, of which 15 will be segregated.

There has been a strong commitment by both the public and private sectors. Fastrack Deliv-

ery Executive (FDE) is made up of the directors of all of the local authorities, and they will be

supported by a small team that will be responsible for providing the Fastrack service. The com-

mittee meets every 8 weeks and acts as the virtual owners of Fastrack. In fact, it is a commit-

ment at the highest level in order to achieve this project on time. 

The use of this type of vehicle means that the system may change over time to satisfy any ex-

isting needs. Four routes have been planned - A, B, C, and D.  Line B, in green, will be the first

one put into service, and runs from Dartford Station to Gravesend Garrick St. Phase 1, to the

Bluewater shopping center, has a reserved lane for 90% of the route.  The rest has the mine on

both sides, which makes a separate lane impossible, but it does have priority at traffic lights. 

Figure 56:  Area covered by the Fastrack network 
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Fastrack route B includes the following factors: a high level of segregation on the roadway, high

quality infrastructure and stops, high quality vehicles, service contract that offers frequency and

quality, and in the case of Fastrack, all of this is supported by its promotional campaigns and the

quality of its brand. 

High level of segregation: a high, and even a very high level of priority is given when traffic is

not extremely heavy, in order to maintain good Fastrack service in the future, as traffic on the

other roads increases. 

High-quality stops and infra-

structure: the goal is to create

an atmosphere of high quality

for passengers with details like

information on the arrival of

the next service in real time,

other additional services such

as job openings, news, travel

Figure 57: Future Fastrack network

Figure 58: Fastrack platform segregation

Figure 59: Design of Fastrack stations
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planning, email, etc., and to offer users the opportunity to give their opin-

ion regarding the service. To do this, interactive kiosks with touchscreens

have been installed in these stations.

High-quality vehicles: it was initially thought that the articulated vehicles

were too long, and we looked for a standard vehicle with a curved front.

The selected model has closed-circuit cameras, video screens, air condi-

tioning, and low floor.

Service contract: as mentioned before, Fastrack wants to provide a so-

lution to future needs, and for this reason, operating costs are not ex-

pected to be covered by the initial use, so they are subsidized by the

public service. The operator (Arriva) assumes the risks because it oper-

ates 17 hours a day, with a frequency of 10 minutes for most of the day.

The contract has several very clear performance targets in terms of serv-

ice reliability, performance, cleanliness, etc.  There is a sanction system

with economic penalties for the operator.  At first there were doubts as to whether the op-

erator would be able to provide good service, but it has. The operator has demonstrated its

commitment. An integral part of Fastrack’s development has been the brand image that we’ve

developed. Fastrack’s development has been accompanied by a series of bulletins, events, and

discussions with the interested parties to achieve brand recognition. One of the slogans is "Fas-

track, begin the journey" and it refers not only to the awareness of Fastrack, but to the begin-

ning, to the results of a series of projects over time. 

Fastrack’s success could be measured by the number of passengers. Line B began operation at

the end of March 2006, and in a very short time surpassed the predicted number of passen-

gers to which it could provide service. They currently provide service to more than 39,000 pas-

sengers a week, and in the first 7 months of operation, it has carried a million passengers. In

relation to other systems, this might represent very low demand, but surpassing the forecasts

so quickly is a great achievement. 

In one of the surveys carried out in October 2006 with users, responses were obtained for 9%

of the daily customers. The results showed the following: 

�39% of the trips on Fastrack are the result of obligations (work or studies), and 30% are for

leisure (mainly shopping, since the line provides service to a large shopping center).

�66% of the users use Fastrack two or more times a week, and 33%, half of that, use it

every day.

�in terms of the mode of transportation used before Fastrack, 19% of the passengers used

their cars to cover the same route. In other words, we're talking about a mode change from

cars to public transportation. The most interesting finding in the survey was that the day

that it was given out, 25% of all of the passengers had a car available that they could have used

to make the trip, but they didn’t and chose Fastrack.

Figure 60: Fastrack vehicle
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�The three top reasons for using Fastrack are frequency, convenience, and separate platform. 

�95% of the passengers said that Fastrack was excellent or good, and only 0.5% said that it

was bad.

The survey included a section for comments, including: 

�“I’ve sold my second car, and I now use Fastrack to commute to work."

�“Good service. I'll use it in the future because it's fast and reliable."

�“Excellent service, too bad it wasn’t here when I was younger.  We wouldn’t have needed

the car.”

�“I have to go to the hospital a lot, and Fastrack has changed my life so much that I don't know

what I'd do without it."

�“You should expand this service to the entire country.”

Of all of the comments gathered, only two were negative, so it seems that Fastrack is going to

continue growing. 

Up to now, the total cost of Fastrack was 52 million pounds (85-90 million euros), including the

sections that are going to open in 2007.  There is a private constructor that is financing route

A, and it’s hard to calculate an exact cost figure. 

Financing comes from: 

�UK Transportation Department

�Office of the Prime Minister

�Provincial Delegation  of Kent

�The European Union

�Property developers

The experience of developing the BRT and its success is giving rise to more projects, for ex-

ample, in South Essex, which is an area in northeast London, where they are developing an

urban and inter-city network with BRT, called SERT, and that will connect all of the new urban

development zones with residential and commercial areas. 

The key factors for the successful implementation of a BRT in the UK are: 

�Give a clearly defined view of what is to be provided, always with a willingness to adapt to

the circumstances. 

�Being careful to avoid the erosion of the program, the temptation of getting rid of those

things that are more difficult, but we must try to provide a result that is a full package, not

just a couple of elements. 

�Private and political defenders are needed for the project. People are needed who are will-

ing to stand up and proclaim the success that they think that this project is going to have

while everyone is casting doubt on it.
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�Commitment at the highest levels of both the public and private sectors. 

�Provide the key factors for users: frequency, reliability, and comfort. 

�Use all available funds. 

�Take advantage of opportunities to transmit the importance of the project. 

�Lastly, something visible must be done: one success leads to another. 
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4.1 · Guided busway in Cambridge (UK) 
Bob Menzies, Guided Busway Director, Cambridgeshire County Council, 
project partner

The BRT-UK is a transportation organization that is responsible for promoting the concept of

BRTs or rapid transit buses in the UK (www.brtuk.org). 

The main characteristics of the BRT system are the following: 

�segregation, buses must be separated from the other traffic.

�high-quality vehicles

�passengers get on and off vehicles quickly

�frequent services, 5-10 minutes maximum

�reliability of the service

Some the main advantages of the system include: 

�flexibility, since it allows the service to connect to different areas, giving a trunk service with

different branch lines, which is not possible in the case of a fixed-track system;

�does not require a continuous route, which can be both an advantage and a disadvantage:

it is inconvenient in that it may result in the erosion of the program and services may be

lost as difficulties arise;

�The flexibility that it offers makes it possible to provide service to wider areas that in the

case of railway modes, and allows the service to get even closer to residential areas;

�Cheaper than tramway systems. 

There are currently many BRTs that are in operation around the world: Adelaide and Bris-

bane (in Australia), Ottawa (Canadaa), Pittsburgh (US), Curitiba (Brazil), Amsterdam, Eind-

hoven, and Utrecht (Holland), Gothenburg (Sweden), Rouen (France), and Essen and

Hamburg (Germany). 

The guidance technology used for these buses is quite simple. In Essen, an example in Germany,

in the 1970s, they developed buses guided by a curb that is double the normal height.  The

buses have special wheels and a rigid arm with a solid piece of rubber that keeps the bus guided

in the right direction. The first studies were done in 1980, and construction began in 1994.  The

bus fits in a lane 2.6m wide. Quality, which is considered to be a very important aspect in Cam-

bridge, can be improved significantly, and highly detailed surveys have been carried out to im-

prove it.  The Essen system has a very high tolerance, so high that driving is more comfortable

4· Session four: 
Innovative tire-based systems
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on these buses than on the highway that runs parallel. Segregation is

a very important aspect, as has already been mentioned several times. 

In the UK, the rain is a problem for the proper operation of these

reserved lanes.  In these cases, the inside channel can be used to

provide continuous drainage in the area between the two lanes.

Specifically, in Cambridge, where there is a problem with flooding,

this particular situation is very important.  It also creates an "eco-

logical" lane, since many plants grow there, which adds to the posi-

tive image of the system. For the construction of the guided busway

in Cambridge, we are taking advantage of old rail lanes that have not

been used for 50 years.  A lot of vegetation is growing in them, and this is being maintained to

create and ecological environment.

Apart from the guided busway system in Essen, there is also one in Adelaide, which is the

longest, 12 km, and runs at speeds of up to 20 km per hour. In the UK, we have guided busway

systems in Leeds, Edinburgh, Crawley, and Bradford, though they are not on the same tech-

nological level as the systems in Essen and Adelaide. 

Cambridge is located 50 miles northeast of London.  It is the UK’s fastest growing area, with

activity focused on high-tech, computer and biomedical research. Car use levels are very high,

and a large number of cars commute to Cambridge every day, creating a high level of traffic

congestion. Given these particular characteristics, it seems that planning is required to satisfy

this demographic growth, because in recent years, there has been no investment in infra-

structure, calculating that there is an infrastructure deficit of 2 billion pounds.

In Cambridge, what are known as “new communities”, based on sustainable urban development,

are being built. The following measures will have to be implemented for this:

�minimize the need to travel

�move workplaces closer to homes, creating research parks, industrial areas, etc. in these

communities

�maximize the use of public transportation, trying to reduce mo-

torization to 1 car per household (there are now between 2 and

4 cars in some homes)

�concentration of developments in new public transportation

corridors.

In Cambridge, public transportation is based on buses, and the use

of incentive parking lots (Park & Ride) is very high, among the high-

est in the UK. The buses advertise these parking lots. With a total of

5 Park and Ride lots, the total figure is 1.6 million trips per year on

buses after leaving the car in one of these parking lots. 

Figure 61: Guided busway in Essen (Germany)

Figure 62: Buses in the center of Cambridge
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Demand is also well managed. The parking policy in the center of Cambridge is very strict

and it restricts parking in the city and makes it a luxury (an average of 30 euros a day).  Traf-

fic has also been restricted in the city center using devices that prevent access by certain ve-

hicles, but that allow buses, taxis, and cyclists to pass.  All of these actions have resulted in

significant growth in the use of Park and Ride lots, and consequently, the use of public trans-

portation. Whenever possible, priority is given to buses, although this is not always possible

in such narrow streets. The combination of these policies and the investment made have re-

sulted in a 40% increase in the bus usage in recent years, the highest in the UK. 

The route of the guided busway in Cambridge has parts with guided, segregated sections, and

parts with sections over the street, without guidance. In total, there is 25 km of guided sec-

tion on a 40 km route.  It services 3 Park and Ride lots (2 new ones) which will be expanded

as demand increases.  The line also provides service to two local hospitals, which attract a

large amount of traffic of both patients and personnel and visitors, and having a good public

transportation system for them greatly helps to get cars off of the roads. It also links to

three railway stations, and there are plans to connect to another one that also provides serv-

ice to London.

The line’s route runs practically parallel to the A14 highway, which is a beltway for eastern Lon-

don that carries a lot of traffic. The guided busway helps eliminate part of the traffic conges-

Figure 63: Guided busway route in Cambridge
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tion, giving direct access to the city center without transfers. In the future, the plan is to be able

to divert the line to provide service to other points.

The system will also service the new developments in Cambridgeshire:

�In the northeast, there will be an entirely new town within 10 years.  A bus with 5 or 10 stops

will be extended to provide coverage so that each home is no more than 600 m from a stop. 

�Towards Addenbrookes, to the south of Cambridge, significant population growth is also

predicted, with 4 new developments to which service will be provided.

In terms of the operation of the system, there are different private companies that work under

very strict regulations in terms of competition. In total, there are 4 operators that will pay to

be able to use the system, although they will then keep the revenues, in other words, the pub-

lic authorities run none of the risk.  They have high-quality vehicles, but the definitive model that

will be used on this Cambridge line has not yet been determined. It will also include an inte-

grated ticketing system for all of the operators that run the line. 

Figure 64: New residential developments in Cambridge County
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Infrastructure will be top-quality. The stations, some more sophisticated and others simpler,

will make it possible to get on the bus at the same level, to facilitate access for people with re-

duced mobility. These stops will be equipped with closed-circuit television cameras, assistance

and information points, ticket dispensers, bicycle parking (a mode that is widely used in Cam-

bridge), and Park and Ride, which will also be high quality lots, in order to attract the largest

possible number of users to park their vehicles to then use public transportation.

The implementation of the line is proving to be a very long

process. The business plan for 2002 defined all of the ad-

vantages, cost, etc. We had to wait until 2003 for the funds

to be approved, which made it possible to move on to the

next phase: the public information process, between Sep-

tember and December 2004.  This research included all po-

tential objections: whether it would have to be a railway, its

impact on the environment, ecology, etc. The result of that

public survey took a year, and finally, in June 2006, final ap-

proval of the financing was given. Construction began just

a few weeks ago, and the system is planned to go into op-

eration in the winter of 2008.

The cost of the system is 170 million euros, and since it is 25 km long, this works out to 6.7

million euros per kilometer. In the UK, this figure is very cheap compared to the cost of build-

ing a tramway.

Part of financing, 135 million euros, came from the Ministry responsible for public transporta-

tion, and the remaining 35 million euros is being financed by a series of developers that are

building in these areas, since the implementation of this guided busway is considered to be key

for the location of new residences in the area.

In terms of the expected demand, 11,000 users a day are

expected in the first year, with this figure increasing to

20,000 passengers a day after 10 years. 

The construction of the guided lane includes a series of

prefabricated concrete beams that are installed on other

prefabricated concrete crosspieces, adjusting them to the

ground conditions by backfilling the space between beams.

The advantage of this technique is that production is pre-

fabricated with strict quality control. The tensions of the

molds are monitored to ensure very low tolerances, with

very precise specifications. 

Figure 65: Model of a guided busway stop in Cambridge 

Figure 66: Detailed view of the guided lane
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4.2 · TEOR System in Rouen (France)  
Werner Kutil, Head of International Relations, TCAR-Veolia Transport

The Veolia Transport group operates transportation systems in 26 countries around the world:

metro, light rail, bus, ferries, taxi, trains, etc. In Spain, it operates two tramway lines in Barcelona

(Trambaix and Trambesos) and the public urban transportation network in Pamplona. The com-

pany operates a total of 27,000 buses and 3,500 railway vehicles. Veolia Transport currently op-

erates 12 light rail systems around the world, and will very soon increase that number to 16

with Marseille and Nice in France, Jerusalem in Israel, and a light rail system in the San Diego

area in the United States. 

The group operates the French BHNS (buses with high level of service), which are like the

English BRTs (Bus Rapid Transit), and also the TransMilenio in Bogotá (Colombia), the MAX

system in Las Vegas, the VIVA system in New York, and the suburban Toronto area (Canada), and

of course the TEOR system in Rouen.  TCAR is the subsidiary of Veolia Transport that oper-

ates the TEOR system for the Rouen territory. Rouen is a special case because it has a light rail

system that coexists with the TEOR system, which consists of an optically guided BRT that is

the first of its kind in the world. 

The metropolitan region of Rouen is located in

Normandy, approximately 120 km northeast of

Paris. It contains 37 municipalities, with a popula-

tion of 400,000 inhabitants, covering an area of

321 km2. For the last several years, the public

transportation authorities and the TCAR have

been progressively developing the collective

transportation network in the Rouen metropoli-

tan area. This network includes 2 light rail lines, 3

TEOR lines, and 34 conventional bus lines. TCAR

also operates school services, taxi lines, and a

service for people with reduced mobility. 

The 2 light rail lines went into operation in De-

cember 1994, and today transport 60,000 pas-

sengers every day. These light rail lines cover 5

municipalities, with 31 stations and a total length

of 15.1 km. Most of the northern part of the net-

work runs through a 1,700 meter tunnel, with

four underground stations.  The Seine River is

crossed over a highway bridge, and the route on

the southern bank is essentially on the surface.  At

Figure 67: Layout of the light rail lines in Rouen
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Saint Server, it splits into 2 branches, one to Georges Braque, and another to Technopôle. In

total, it has 3 underground sections and one underground station. The fleet has 28 SFT (Stan-

dard French Tramway) vehicles from Alstom. 

From the time the light rail system went into operation, and to respond to the specific char-

acteristics of the Rouen metropolitan area, different possibilities were studied for creating a line

on its own track on the east-west axis. The proposed systems included a light rail system, a TVR

like the one in Caen and in Nancy, a cablecar, and an optimized bus. In 1999, the decision was

made to build a rapid-transit bus system called TEOR, which stands for East-West Transporta-

tion of Rouen. 

Regular bus and taxi lines are

organized so that on one hand,

they cover the rest of the met-

ropolitan zone, and on the

other, they connect our users

to the network's two main

modes: TEOR and light rail.

There is a single rate that ap-

plies to the entire metropoli-

tan area: people can use their

tickets for one hour from the

time it is validated, as many

times as they want, regardless

of whether they travel on

TEOR bus, light rail, or taxi. 

The TEOR system was imple-

mented in two phases: phase

one ended in 2001 with the

commissioning of 25.6 km and

41 stations.  At the end of

phase two, which is planned

for early 2007, the TEOR sys-

tem will have 38 km and 52 stations. There is a common trunk for the three TEOR lines that

is 4 km long, with 10 common stations.  In this section, TEOR runs exclusively on its own pro-

tected lane. 

The fleet of buses for the three TEOR lines consists of 38 AGORA vehicles, with 28 CITELIS

vehicles to be added for the expansion.  The vehicles are manufactured by Irisbus and work

using an optical guidance system from SIEMENS. This optical guidance device provides perfect

accessibility in stations. 

Figure 68: Collective transportation network in Rouen
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The characteristics of the AGORA vehicles are: 

�Powered by desulfurized gas-oil

�Optical guidance

�Accessible to people with limited mobility and strollers

�Air-conditioning

�Length: 17.9 m

�Capacity: 110 passengers (34 seated)

�4 double doors for access

The characteristics of the CITELIS vehicles are: 

�Fueled by diesther (gas-oil + colza oil)

�EURO III

�Optical guidance

�Accessible to people with limited mobility and strollers

�Air-conditioning

�Length: 18 m

�Capacity: 110 passengers (39 seated)

�4 double doors for access

The CITELIS vehicles are similar to the AGORA vehicles but include a

series of modifications: the front and side of the bus have panoramic win-

dows, which makes the inside very bright.  The driver’s seat is more er-

gonomic and the optical guidance device is secured to the ceiling, not

inside the bus (as in the case of the AGORA). This last characteristic gives

a new camera angle that improves the effectiveness and precision of the

optical guidance system. 

The TEOR vehicles travel over three types of lanes: protected, reserved,

and integrated. On protected lanes, the TEOR vehicles travel in both di-

rections one a road exclusively for TEOR, and that can be accessed by emergency vehicles or

others, if necessary. On the reserved lane, TEOR travels on a surface over which other vehicles

may only intermittently travel.  And in the case of the integrated lane, the TEOR vehicles share

the road with the other vehicles. 

Figure 69:  AGORA vehicle in the TEOR system

Figure 70: CITELIS vehicle

Figure 71: Different types of lanes used by
TEOR
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It seems strange that after investing in 2 light rail lines, that the possibility of introducing this

new system on the collective transport. Some of the reasons that led to the implementation

of this guided busway include: 

�the construction cost per kilometer, which was 5 times lower than the existing light rail

which, on the other hand, was more expensive than normal because of its long underground

sections.

�operating costs per kilometer were also lower than light rail: 1.4 times lower

�the line's route had to overcome the large hills around Rouen (with slopes close to 10%).

�demand in this zone was more dispersed than on the north-south axis used by the light rail

system due to lower population density.

�Buses have the advantage of being able to leave the system on its own lanes to serve low

demand zones.

�The TEOR system could be implemented in a very short period of time, since the con-

struction period is half that of the light rail system.

The goal of the implementing this system is to

offer the population of Rouen a mode of pub-

lic transportation with the same quality of

service as a light rail system, with an esti-

mated speed of 18 km/h in 2007, that pro-

vided reliable regularity thanks to its reserved

lanes, stoplight priority, and optical guidance,

that was totally accessible, with stations fully

equipped with devices to provide passengers

with information in real time.

The total cost of the TEOR project is 164.9

million euros (6.4 million euros/km), includ-

ing rolling stock, which accounts for 29.5 mil-

lion in total (66 vehicles); this amount also includes the cost of building a 1,000-spot parking

lot in the intermodal station terminal to the west of the metropolitan area, a tunnel for move-

ment in the trunk section, and a railroad bridge that was built to reroute line T1. 

The TEOR lines offer different devices that optimize the functionality of this mode of trans-

portation: protected or reserved lanes, an average distance between stations of just over 500

meters, ticket dispensers in the stations, and stoplight priority over most of the route. 

TEOR has its own identity: the lanes are painted red, and all of the TEOR stations have the same

design, architecture, and the same functions, and the TEOR vehicles are painted blue. 

The parking lot located on the side of the transfer terminal, where 5 bus lines and 3 TEOR lines

come together, works in a unique way: a new “inciter” transportation ticket has been created
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Figure 72:  AGORA bus at a stop
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that allows passengers to go to the city center paying 3.50 euros, so that each passenger in the

vehicle receives an "inciter" ticket that is valid for two trips, for example, one to go and one to

return, on any light rail or bus line. It seems to be a good solution to quickly and economically

get to the center of the city from the western part of the metropolitan area, without the need

to look for parking in the city center, which would also be much more expensive. 

Optimum accessibility is guaranteed by the optical guidance system that allows the vehicle

to pull up to the platform leaving a minimal gap between

the vehicle and the platform, and bus passengers get on

and off at the level of the platform, at a height of 27 cm. The

stations are equipped with ramps to facilitate access for

people with reduced mobility, baby strollers, etc. In 2006,

the TEOR system won the Accessibility Award at the 2005

Palmarés ceremony for the cities and regions of France,

given by Ville et Transport magazine.

The optical guidance system allows vehicles to stop in sta-

tions with an average constant distance of less than 5 cm

between the vehicle and the station platform, which has a

height of 27 cm. This means that all passengers are given ac-

cess to the bus with no steps and with no additional equipment, in other words, no retractable

platforms. The stop is always precise and does not depend on the driver. The camera reads the

painted dashes on the asphalt and gives the vehicle the optimum trajectory. The marks begin

approximately 30 meters before the stations, and the analysis of the position with respect to

the lane is done by a computer that transmits commands directly to the steering wheel so

that the bus is guided to the platform in each station to enter and exit.  Afterwards, when the

vehicle leaves the station, there is an audible signal that tells the driver to resume manual driv-

ing (the driver can switch from guided steering to manual at any time). 

Figure 73: Accessibility to the platform using optical 
guidance

Figure 74: Functional diagram of the optical guidance system
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The result of the last satisfaction survey done in November 2004

indicates that users are very satisfied with the TEOR service, with

the main factors behind this satisfaction being the improved speed,

regularity, accessibility, and comfort, thanks to optical guidance. 

In Rouen, 32,000 trips are made every day on TEOR and the image

of public transportation on the east-west axis has improved con-

siderably, so it can therefore be said that this system represents

an interesting and high-quality alternative for groups that do not

want to commit to a more costly system (as in the case of light rail systems) or that simply want

to complete the collective transportation lines using existing lanes. 

The TEOR lines are designed to guarantee the daily transit of several tens of thousands of pas-

sengers with conditions equal to those on the light rail system, thanks to new infrastructure

intended to guarantee the commercial speed, with efficient and innovative rolling stock, and top-

quality station equipment. 

The TEOR system, like the light rail system before it on the north-south axis has proven, that

it could satisfy expectations in terms of speed, reliability, punctuality, comfort, and accessibility,

to move the entire transportation network of Rouen forward in regard to frequency and image. 

4.3 · Guided Trolley-bus in Castellón (Spain) 
Javier Moliner, Urban Development City Counciller of the Castellón City Hall

Castellón is a medium-sized city that began to experience very significant demographic growth,

of around 20% of its urban population, beginning in the year 2000. The main change was the

transformation from a city with agricultural roots, and therefore with a very dense urban struc-

ture, to the creation of new external areas of more modern urban growth and with more

space to carry out actions. 

This has undoubtedly conditioned the history of urban transportation in Castellón - urban

transport designed precisely for a small city with a series of geographical characteristics that

made it difficult to carry out any project beyond running conventional urban buses, but that

has grown as the city has evolved. However, it reaches a point when it is clear to see that it

cannot grow in terms of quality of service, number of passengers, or in terms of new lines,

because the city is saturated with both vehicular and urban transportation traffic.  It was at

that point that the Castellón City Hall began a project to design a mobility plan that would

allow it to determine what its future wagers should be in terms of the movement of people

within the urban area. The idea was to propose solutions beyond the studies of movements

that had been done up to that point and to generate new flows of people that would help

not only facilitate the movement of people within Castellón, but would also strengthen dif-

Figure 75:  Driver’s panel in guided AGORA bus
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ferent nuclei, which were clearly consolidating themselves as areas of growth and dynamic

commercial, business, and student activity. 

The city of Castellón currently has just over 180,000 inhabitants, with a total of 300,000 in

its metropolitan area. It includes a series of points that account for 70% of the mobility needs

in the area, as is the case in other cities: the university, medical centers, shopping centers,

leisure and entertainment centers, outlying neighborhoods or scattered residential areas,

and the towns on the outer edge of the metropolitan area (Benicasim, Almazora, Burriana,

and Villareal). 

When the situation of the people who live in the metropolitan area is analyzed, it is clear that

the problem must be resolved with a sustainable solution. On one hand, environmentally

sustainable, encouraging mechanisms that do not generate increased presence of vehicles, and

therefore increased combustion of hydrocarbons from petroleum, contributing to the pol-

lution of the air in the area. And on the other, economically sustainable, since some of the

actions involve increased costs that the local governments must pay out of their urban trans-

portation budget. 

In the year 2004, the Generalitat Valenciana decided to implement a new transportation sys-

tem in Castellón, which it included in its strategic infrastructure plan, and that is called TVR-

CAS - Reserved-Lane Transportation in Castellón, which consists of a network of reserved

platforms in the metropolitan area of Castellón, almost 20 km long in phase one (currently

under construction), which connects the Jaume I University with the Paseo de Rivalta, practi-

cally in the center of the city. Future expansions will connect to the city’s seaside district, the

town of Benicasim, along the coastal axis, and with two branches running from the center of

the city of Castellón in the direction of Almazora, Burriana, and toward  Villareal. 

This system connects the largest generators of movement in the metropolitan area: it con-

nects the university with the bus station, the railroad station, and the future AVE High-Speed

Figure 76:  TVRCAS route 
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Train station, the city center, commercial areas, the seaside district, and the entire coastal tourist

development area of Benicasim.  It outlines an axis around which an extremely high percent-

age - almost 70% - of the normal movements of the citizens of Castellón are generated. 

This project, which is currently has one section under construction and other sections in the

contracting phase, has a total budget of 40 million euros. 13.3 for phase one, and 27 for the

other phase. This new transportation system will generate different types of networks, differ-

ent lane types, depending on the characteristics of the areas through which it runs, since the

line starts from the university, a consolidated area with large spaces in which reserved lanes can

be created easily, but will have to used shared lanes when it enters the historic city center of

Castellón, where the TVRCAS will at times have to travel along streets that are barely 8 me-

ters wide, and with a high commercial density. It would undoubtedly have been easier to use

the lanes on the periphery in the urban expansion zones, which make it easier to implement

the system because more space is available.  However, the success of these systems lies in their

access to the areas with the highest density, and therefore the areas with the greatest demand.

The decision was therefore made to cross through the city center and through all of the pop-

ulation nuclei that generate the largest number of movements, even though different types of

lanes have to be used depending on the characteristics of each section. 

In terms of the characteristics of the system, the conditioning of the lanes allows and gener-

ates possibilities of making these systems permeable so that certain vehicles can leave these

lanes, and allows guidance to be defined so that there is never a gap of more than 5 cm at

stops, and it allows a system to be designed that in addition to a transportation system, will also

be an icon for the city. This system is expected to raise Castellón to a level of innovation and

support for public transportation that it has never reached before.  In addition to quality and

the technical aspects, this also requires the selection of a design that provides an image, brand,

and icon for the city. 

The TVRCAS differs from the system in Rouen in its power system, which in the case of Castel-

lón, uses a hybrid system with the following three possibilities: obtaining power from electri-

cal power lines (similar to the ones that power tramways) and the capacity to move without

generating any type of smoke in an important part of the route; storage in batteries, which

gives a certain degree of autonomy in sections that pose complications for the installation of

overhead power lines (the historic city center, which due to geographical characteristics, makes

it impossible to run power lines in the center), and it will be able to store energy to have au-

tonomy in those more urban sections, and lastly, it can use a diesel engine for situations in

which the vehicle must leave the conventional route. 

It also uses a system of stoplight preference with synchronization of all of the city’s inter-

section around the vertebrate elements used by the TVRCAS, and gives it priority at all of

the intersections where it operates, with the subsequent advantages of leveling and accessi-

bility at stops. 
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All of the aforementioned characteristics give the TVRCAS several advantages over other trans-

portation systems:

�The possibility of mixed energy consumption guarantees sustainability under normal con-

ditions. 

�It has a versatile route that adapts to the traffic, with the possibility, as opposed to other sys-

tems, of being able to leave its planned route to adapt to construction work or any other

incident that may occur. 

�The above-ground platform does not generate any type of urban barrier or prevent entry

by unauthorized vehicles. 

�It is very efficient because it offers an on-time guarantee controlled by an SAE system that

provides information and GPS monitoring of the presence and the correct location of each

one of the vehicles. 

�This is a system that perfectly combines accessibility, transportation capacity, and regularity

of a tramway, with the flexibility and adaptation of a bus system, with the advantage of run-

ning on power supplied by power lines or by battery, with guarantees an important image,

and a reality, of contributing to environmental questions. 

�The main advantage is the possibility of sharing spaces with vehicles and pedestrians in the

historic city center, which, due to its unique characteristics, makes it absolutely essential that

the system pass through there, because it is a source that generates a very significant amount

of demand for the service, and is one of the great assets of the city because of its dynamic

nature, its atmosphere, and its continuous leisure, commercial, and cultural offerings. 

The Castellón City Hall wanted this reserved-lane transportation system, TVRCAS, to con-

tribute to the change in the city’s image.  In this sense, the capacity to attract a larger number

of users is inseparably tied to the generation of an image that encourages the concept of a

wager for innovation and the transformation of what currently exists. To do this the system

needed to be given elements that truly make public transportation a direct competitor of pri-

vate transportation, and not a supplement to private transportation, and this is sometimes

done through questions of image. In this case, the entire area through which the TVRCAS is

going to pass will experience urban transformation, and a unique bridge over the city's river

that will serve as the image for the entire project. 

The TVRCAS is a clear wager on urban beautification, roadway remodeling, which goes be-

yond the transportation system and will generate a change in the urban landscape that the city

of Castellón offers its citizens and visitors. It will also serve as a backbone for the city, allow-

ing urban integration. This means that neighborhoods that are currently separated from the city

center and are not integrated as a result of the city's growth can now be socially integrated into

the city by this project, which will improve the quality of live and the dynamic level of these areas

of Castellón. 

The system will go into operation in mid-2007. Following the influences of examples such as

Rouen that have been mentioned, the intention has been for the city of Castellón to repre-
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sent a change and a wager on one of the most innovative systems in Europe.  This year, the

Citymovil project, along with a transportation system in the Heathrow Airport in London,

and the public transportation system being implemented in the city Rome, was recognized

by the European Union.  And this wager on one of the most innovative systems in existence

has been worth it.

Figure 77:  Transformation of Castellón's image
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Q · Javier Latorre, General Manager of the Vitoria Transportation Company. My
question is for Sébastien Rabuel and Ashley Curtis. When is it better to use
light rail and when should rapid-transit bus systems be used? Is there some
type of technical level that does not involve political decisions?  

A · Sébastien Rabuel. The question is not whether to put in a BRT or light rail system; it

depends on many factors. On one hand, demand is very important: buses in European

cities carry up to 3,500 passengers an hour in each direction, on the most heavily loaded

section. On the other hand we have the geographical and demographic factors of cities:

in Rouen, there are hills and very narrow lanes.  The budget must also be taken into con-

sideration. But in the end, the decision is political. 

A · Damien Garrigue. From our experience in France, it should be noted that transporta-

tion capacity is one of the most important factors when deciding whether to use a BRT

system or a light rail system, or at least that’s how it is in France. The question is how to

create a network in small cities that has the same characteristics as tramways, but with

capacity that is not sufficient to justify the implementation of a tramway system. There are

therefore many elements that must be taken into account to decide whether to install a

BRT or a light rail system. For example, with buses, there are very narrow streets

A · Ashley Curtis. From the point of view of our experience in England, there are 3 funda-

mental factors to be taken into account, and based on which we call our system "BRT": flex-

ibility of buses, level of service,  and infrastructure cost. These are some of the elements

that have been considered by all of the British authorities when making these decisions. 

A · Damien Garrigue. In Nantes, there is currently a tramway and rapid-transit bus sys-

tem. Initially, plans were for this to be a light rail line, but it was ultimately decided to

make a bus line that would provide very good connections on the corridor, maintaining

the quality of service of the tramway lines. This decision was both economic and tech-

nical. When a rapid-transit bus project is prepared, it is very important to have all of the

tools so that it works well.  In other words, take space from cars so that people use the

transportation system. Because from what I’ve seen this morning in Madrid, we continue

to build roads to connect all of the areas with new urban development, and we also build

infrastructure for transportation, but we don’t reduce the infrastructure for cars, and I

think that this is important if we want to increase the usage of public transportation,

buses, or tramways, as opposed to cars.

A · Sébastien Rabuel. It has been mentioned that in Madrid, light rail systems are seen as

lower-quality metros. In this sense, the same could be said of rapid-transit buses, since

they are an alternative, not necessarily a better one, to light rail systems. The goal of both

systems is to take the place of cars.

Questions and Answers 
for Sessions 3 and 4
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Q · John Carr, Public Transport. How can we improve the perception of buses by
people who generally use their cars to commute to work every day, despite
having the option of taking the bus? Question for Werner and Ashley, in
regard to the human factors, and for Bob and Damien, in regard to the
vehicles.

A · Ashley Curtis. Bus drivers play a very important role and they have to be taken into ac-

count in the rapid-transit system. The company that has implemented the Fastrack system

has trained all of its drivers, informing them about the system, the customers, public image,

etc. This is very important because they are the point of contact with users: all of the users'

perception comes from the drivers and the infrastructure that they see.  So it is essential

that the human factor be an important point.  

A · Werner Kutil. In Rouen, a study has been done with bus drivers and the results have

shown that the vast majority have said that the optical guidance system requires less con-

centration during the operation of passenger entry and exit from the bus.  They also said

that it is less tiring and their attitude towards users is therefore better, allowing them to

offer better service. In terms of driving conditions, obviously the optical system has the ad-

vantage of a smooth approach to the station. In terms of the disadvantages of the BRT

system, if it is not implemented with all of the necessary and adequate features, it could

easily fail to deliver the expected results. In Rouen there was a preliminary phase in which

the asphalt was calculated incorrectly, resulting in erosion of the road surface, which over

time created a vertical step. This asphalt needed to be repaired and replaced with a different

kind of asphalt. In short, all of these elements have to be taken into account. 

A · Bob Menzies. In Leeds and in Essen, lost of estimates were done, resulting in very good

and robust bus suspension systems. In terms of the drivers, they are a key piece in the op-

eration of these buses, and they all want to work on this new guided busway system be-

cause it is considered to be a higher level of work. Obviously, the best drivers will be

selected. I'm obsessed with the tolerances that we are setting for the construction of the

guide beams, and consequently, in Leeds and in Essen, we ran these surveys on guidance

tolerances applied in the construction of those systems. I’m convinced that we can main-

tain these strict tolerances, and along with robust construction, on buses there will be no

problem because of the smooth driving that they will experience. I agree with what Ash-

ley said about the drivers in Kent, and I know from conversations with people connected

with the bus system in operation in Adelaide, that the drivers see these lines as the best

ones and want to work on the lines that run with guided buses; they see it as a more pres-

tigious job and this means that you are going to use the best and most qualified drivers.

We also know from our own experience in Cambridgeshire with Park and Ride, that even

using second-hand buses, people see the Park & Ride service as a quality service, and even

thought it is probably the same bus but with a different design. Surveys of users in incen-

tive parking lots in Cambridge showed that just over forty percent of them never use pub-

lic transportation. They don’t see the Park and Ride as public transportation, because in the

UK, public transportation is understood as something for the lower classes, and not for

people in the upper class.
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A · Damien Garrigue. In Leeds and Bradford, drivers like the guided buses, and in both

cases, they have been very successful when attracting private-vehicle users, thanks to their

reliability. In terms of the authorities, I think it’s essential to keep the platform's road sur-

facing well maintained to provide good driving.  ITS technologies could also be used to help

drivers, since there are training courses available to assist drivers. 

Q · Juan María Bigas, for the Metropolitan Area of Barcelona. My question is
for the representative from Rouen. What are the real advantages of optical
guidance in regard to the approach to the stop, as compared with other
systems like the one used in Nantes, which uses rounded or beveled curbs to
also achieve an effective approach to the stop? For the representative from
Nantes, to what degree is it feasible for the reserved platforms of the Nantes
BusWay to be used by buses of other lines? Would it be possible for other
lines to also use that central trunk at a given time to then disperse into
suburban or lower-density zones? 

A · Werner Kutil. In Rouen, we’re very satisfied with the Siemens guidance system. There are

3 errors for every 10,000 approaches, and these are generally computer errors.  There are

also curbs in the stations, just in case. In any case, there is a project to improve the opti-

cal guidance system, improve performance in terms of comfort, safety, and economy, im-

prove the function that allows the gap to be reduced and also to reduce the width of the

lanes over which the vehicle travels. 

A · Damien Garrigue. In regard to the use of the Nantes BusWay platform by other lines, in

theory, the platform is reserved exclusively for this line. The vehicles are special to create

a very strong image for this line and for the time being, there are no plans to open the plat-

form to other users. In terms of the approach to stops, it’s still too early to see the results,

because it has only been in operation for two weeks and the drivers are still in training.

Q · Héctor Corazzini, from TEKIA Consultores. My question is for Werner. Does
the fact that there is a common section on the TEOR lines make it difficult
to maintain a frequency of three minutes? Is the possibility of buses, buses
from different lines, passing each other an advantage, something that
tramways cannot easily do if a common reserved section is maintained? 

A · Werner Kutil. In theory, the frequency of 3 minutes on the section does not appear to

be a problem thanks to stoplight priority. In fact, the limit is two and a half minutes. On the

other hand, if we wanted to drop it to two minutes not to maintain the frequency of the

vehicles that pass through there, but rather to add different lines on the same reserved lane,

it would be feasible with buses, but not with tramways.  

A · Ashley Curtis. In terms of the relationship of stops with conventional vehicles, it's im-

portant to note that this has to do not only with the relationship with the stops, but also

the relationship of the entire public transportation network; in other words, the goal is to

improve the quality of public transportation. In the UK, one of the main results of the BRT

has been an increase in the expectations in terms of quality of public transportation. For
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this reason, the BRT system must be improved, giving a high level of quality, because what

happens is that as the quality of the BRT system improves, the users begin to think that

the rest of the public transportation system is also going to improve its levels of quality,

and they will expect to receive the same quality.  

Q · Carlos Cristóbal, of the CRTM. Does the implementation of this type of
rapid-transit buses drive residential and economic development in the area
around the line, as might be the case for a light rail project? To what degree
will the project drive, or is already driving the economic development in the
surrounding area? 

A · Bob Menzies. In Cambridge, people want to develop economically, and image is not as

important. The goal is for the BRT to be used in northern England, where cities are de-

clining. In Cambridgeshire, developers that want to build new cities finance the entire cost

of the public surveys, which they run at their own risk. In this case, the BRT system was

found to be the best. However, in Leeds, this wasn’t the case. For users to continue using

whatever system, the system had to be effective, and the BRT system is effective. It's im-

portant for people to understand what the BRT system consists of, and in Cambridge they

have, and they've put aside their prejudices and have recognized that it is a feasible and ef-

fective alternative, and in short, a good option. 

A · Werner Kutil. When TEOR began operating, there were 2 very modern and very ex-

pensive CIVIS vehicles, but they had a design that was perfect for the implementation of

this system. Very modern vehicles had to be used to attract people to use them. The TEOR

system runs on an axis in the urban area of Rouen that has seen an increase in home val-

ues of around 30%. 

Q · Vasilis Sgouris - Volos, Greece. In this session, we’ve heard about positive
experiences with buses, trying to avoid light rail, but using some of their
advantages such as exclusive corridors and other characteristics. To the cities
with both systems, I’d like to ask you, comparing light rail with rapid-transit
buses, what do you have to say in terms of the service offers, in terms of
user acceptance, in terms of operating costs, and adaptation to the urban
environment? 

A · Damien Garrigue. In Nantes, we have both and I think that acceptance by users is now

the same for the tramway and the busway. We offer the same service, comfort, regularity,

frequency, all with no problems, so the people perceive them as the same thing and they

know that they will receive the same service when using the tramway or the busway. So

acceptance is good. The difference, the main difference for us is in the capacity of the sys-

tem. Each line of our tramway network can carry some 100,000 passengers a day. On the

BusWay, we transport 30,000 people a day, so we adapt the system to the conditions at

any given time.  And in regard to urban integration, it is true that it is easier to integrate

the tramway into the city center than the bus, because the tramway uses cobblestones and

things like that, but buses need a platform, which must be made of asphalt or concrete. In-
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tegration is harder with asphalt or concrete, but you can make an effort and create a sys-

tem that is clean and well integrated. We are working on the highway, making it into an

urban boulevard that people can cross and walk along with no problem.

Q · Vasilis Sgouris - Volos, Greece. If you had to choose now, would the capacity
have been the deciding factor? I mean, just capacity, and cost, or financing? 

A · Damien Garrigue. Yes, both. In fact, if you want to transport on the order of 20 to

30,000 people a day, this way you’ll pay 7 million euros/km. If you want to transport three

times that number, you need to triple the investment, so we adapt the capacity to the in-

vestment. The price per passenger carried comes out to be the same. 

A · Gerd Sammer. I would like to make a brief comment on this question as to which is bet-

ter or more advisable - a BRT, tramway, or light rail. We know that there is a big difference

in terms of the environment with gas emissions, depending on which engine is used. This

should be taken into account, and for example, in cities with environmental problems, elec-

trical drive presents significant advantages.  We also know that users prefer a rail system

to conventional buses. This means that there’s a big difference in the way in which you can

promote it.  It is a question of awareness. I also think that one of the main questions is the

system of financing. We know that for the same system of financing, many administrations

prefer buses because they are cheaper in terms of cost, normally.  All of this means that

we can't generalize as to what's better; it depends on the framework and the environment

in each case, so a comparative study must always be carried out before making a decision.

That is my advice.
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5.1 · Carlos Cristóbal. Seminar Coordinator
This Seminar has covered a very complex subject with many conditioning factors. When it

seems that the economic aspects are unimportant, I remember a phrase that I once found on

the internet from a Los Angeles politician who said something along the lines of "buses are bor-

ing; trams are sexy". It seems that many politicians and technical experts are also thinking

along those same lines; I think that these are politicians and technical experts for whom eco-

nomic matters carry little weight. On the other hand, when the economic aspects carry a lot

of weight, there is another phrase that I also think sells very well, and that is something like

"think trains, use buses", which is another phrase that is currently getting a lot of use in the

US. I think the questions are very complex, and of course, this seminar was not intended to

give a single answer, because there isn’t one.  And I think that all of the economic, socio-eco-

nomic, environmental, urban regeneration aspects, etc. must be studied, just as this project at-

tempts to study them.  And we'll see to what extent we're able to give simple answers to all

of these questions. Thank you all very much. .

5.2 · Isabel Martin. Deputy Mayor of  Valdemoro
First, I would like to thank all those who have made this seminar on urban trans-
portation systems in small and medium-sized cities possible for their efforts and ded-
ication, as well as for the support we at the Valdemoro City Hall have received from
Regional Transportation Consortium of Madrid, the presence of experts from differ-
ent cities in Spain and Europe who have been with us, and the excellence of the ques-
tions that have been covered. 

The International Seminar that is now coming to a close has allowed us to get to know
the TranSUrban project, the development of transportation systems for urban regen-
eration, with six European cities participating as part of the European Union's Inter-
regional Cooperation Framework Program (INTERRG-IIIC). 

The presentations have addressed the details of the development and implementation
of different light rail and rapid-transit bus services in different cities. In this sense, the
technical experts and politicians responsible for these projects have explained with
total clarity how they were designed, how they were chosen according to the specific
needs of each environment, and how they have managed to respond to the problem
of transportation in urban environments. Each one of these experiences will allow us
to continue advancing in achieving transportation system that are more and more ef-
fective and more environmentally friendly, in order to be able to provide solutions to
the growing transportation needs in our cities. 

5· Closing
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In this sense, the demands of modern society are also increasing, but not just in terms
of quality and speed of modes of transportation, but also in regard to respect for the
environment, social cohesion, and the guarantee of sustainable development. This is
why the section on the development of innovative strategies that offer a jump in qual-
ity and allow us to offer new transportation alternatives, an essential element in the
development and support of our cities, is so important. 

I would once again like to thank all those who have collaborated to put this project in
motion and to those who are participating in it.  I wish you all much success. 

This Seminar is hereby closed. 

Centro de Actividades Educativas (Educational Activities Center) in Valdemoro. Seminar venue
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TranSUrban (Transit Systems Development for Urban Regeneration) is a project that is part

of the Interregional Cooperation INTERREG IIIC framework. Its budget is 1.44 M€, 59% of

which is financed by the European Union.

Key points of the project: 
�Evaluate the potential environmental and energy benefits, impact on socio-economic deve-

lopment, intermodality, and urban regeneration of Light Rail, Tramway, and Rapid-Transit Bus

systems in Small and Medium-Sized Cities. 

�Exchange experiences and knowledge among cities in regard to the introduction, expansion,

and/or modernization of these Transportation Systems. 

�Prepare a series of Good Practices guidelines and technical manuals (planning, design, eva-

luation, financing) for the implementation, modernization, or operation of these systems. 

1 · INTERREG IIIC
TranSUrban is part of the INTERREG IIIC program,

which is financed by the European Union and encou-

rages the association between European regions to

work together on common projects. These projects

allow the regions to share their knowledge and expe-

riences, helping them provide new solutions for eco-

nomic, environmental, and social challenges. 98% of the

regions that make up the European Union are partici-

pating in INTERREG IIIC projects. There are more than

250 active projects, involving 2,500 local and regional

agents in 50 countries, 20% of which belong to new

member states. 

2 · Background
Several small and medium-sized cities in Europe (he-

reinafter SMECs) are considering the introduction of

Rapid Transit Systems (Light Rail, Tramways, and Rapid-

Transit Buses). Others have implemented these

systems with considerable success. The introduction of

these systems is a costly investment that also requires

the roadway networks to be completely reorganized, and in most cases, require subsidies to

operate. Cities therefore encounter many difficulties when implementing and operating these

systems, including financing problems and problems with road redistribution, given the high cost

Appendix· TranSUrban

Livorno

Linz

Volos
Nea Ionia Magnesia

Cambridge

Valdemoro

Project partners TranSUrban
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of the investments required in comparison with the budgets

of the SMECs and their normally limited road networks. Ne-

vertheless, in addition to the direct improvements in trans-

portation and mobility, these systems generate a series of

indirect benefits for socio-economic development, such as

the creation of jobs and social cohesion, for the environ-

ment, and urban regeneration. There is therefore a firm con-

viction that the long and difficult process to develop and

implement the systems can be facilitated if the indirect be-

nefits are taken into account from the very beginning. 

3 · Expected goals and results of TranSUrban
The specific goals of the project are:

�Research the indirect benefits of Urban Transportation Systems in regard to urban regene-

ration, job creation, socio-economic development, and social cohesion, sustainable develop-

ment, and urban aesthetics. 

�Study technical questions to implement an alternative public transportation system that is

innovative and ecological, as well as the measures that must accompany the system to pro-

vide sustainable urban mobility. 

�Evaluate the institutional and legal framework and the requirements for implementing urban

transportation systems, specially referring to small and medium-sized cities. 

�Study the need for financing mechanisms and procedures from institutions and financial en-

tities for the planning, design, development, implementation, expansion, modernization, and

upgrading of urban transportation systems. 

�Evaluate the potential environmental and energy benefits, impact on socio-economic deve-

lopment, intermodality, and urban regeneration of Light Rail, Tramway, and Rapid-Transit Bus

systems in SMECs. 

�Exchange experiences and knowledge among cities in regard to the introduction, expansion,

and/or modernization of these Transportation Systems. 

The following documents will be prepared: 

�Guide to Good Practices for the implementation and operation of Public Transportation

Systems (based on the experiences in several European cities)

�Technical Manual for the Planning, Design, Evaluation, and Implementation for Authorities

and other involved organizations in cities

�Guide for the Evaluation of Impacts on Socio-Economic Development (including the poten-

tial for Urban Regeneration and Social Cohesion)

�Advice on Intermodality and Additional Actions

�Directives for Financial Analysis and Financing Methods

�Frameworks and institutional and legal requirements, municipal governance.

Tramway simulation in Volos (Greece)
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4 · Project partners
Each participating city has a different focus on the development of the transportation system,

covering everything from strategic plans and feasibility studies to implementation, expansion,

and operation of systems, as summarized below. 

Volos and Nea Ionia Magnesia (Greece) have 82,439 and 31,612 inhabitants, respectively, and

form a population center with 114,051 inhabitants in both municipalities, and 124,639 in the

metropolitan area. Its study is focused on a strategic plan for development and future imple-

mentation of a new Urban Transportation System. The Volos-Nea Ionia urban area is suffering

from growing traffic congestion due to high population density (typical in Greek cities) and the

lack of an alternative transportation system that is attractive to users, initially based on light

rail. A new system of transportation for its citizens must be considered and supported. This will

be achieved by a strategic plan, which will include new financing options, a growing awareness

among public office holders and politicians (including the central government), working in co-

llaboration with the corresponding organizations (e.g. Railroads, Bus Companies, Traffic Police,

Business Association, Chamber of Commerce and Industry, adjacent municipalities, etc.). A fun-

damental negotiation process has been started.  Efforts are also being made to listen to the in-

terests of future providers.

Cambridgeshire county (UK) with a population of 124,000 in 2005 in the city, and 588,900

in the County, is the fastest growing area in the country and its new urban developments are

focusing on sustainable development. These new population

centers are trying to minimize the need for travel, to avoid

aggravating the congestion currently suffered by the city, ma-

ximizing the use of public transportation, and for this reason,

growth has been concentrated along public transportation

corridors. This led to the idea of a new guided busway

system, with a line 40 km long, of which 25 km are guided,

to guarantee a high level of reliability, quality, and frequency

of service, also supported by a system of outlying Park and

Ride lots.

Livorno (Italy), with close to 156,000 inhabitants in the city, and 336,446 in

the metropolitan area, is a city that is representative of a large number of Ita-

lian cities that have similar problems in regard to traffic, the environment, and

sustainability in general. Public transportation in the urban area is provided by

ATL (Livorno Public Transportation Company) with more than a hundred

buses (30% of which run on natural gas). The goal of the Transportation Au-

thority is to improve and expand the public transportation offerings through

new systems and solutions. Livorno's main goal is to study the feasibility of a

fast lane for buses, evaluating the relevant impacts on social cohesion, sustai-

nability, traffic congestion, and mobility offerings.

Guided busway simulation in Cambridge (UK) 

Bus in Livorno (Italy)
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Linz (Austria) has 188,968 inhabitants, with

271,000 in the metropolitan area (2006 figu-

res). Its goal is to study the connection bet-

ween investment in light rail infrastructure

and urban development, urban regeneration,

and job creation. The problem is that the au-

thorities are running into institutional and

legal barriers, along with insufficient public

awareness of shareholders, investors, and potential users. The goal is to analyze these barriers,

evaluating the current and potential effects of investment. 

Valdemoro (Madrid, Spain) needs a new transportation system because it is a city that is ex-

periencing enormous population growth, and expects its population to almost double over the

next ten years to 110,000 inhabitants. The population will mainly be made up of young people

who will work in other cities, most in Madrid. This makes it necessary to connect Valdemoro's

historic city center and the new residential areas to the city's existing railway line using public

transportation. To do this, the city is seeking new methods to finance part of the investment in

infrastructure, based on the surpluses generated by the new urban developments. These new

options are being studied by the Regional Transportation Consortium of Madrid (CRTM), the

Public Transportation Authority in Madrid, and the body responsible for developing light rail

systems.  The Valdemoro study could be an example of possible alternatives for the future of

cities with similar situations. 

Station in Linz (Austria)
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The figures in this book correspond to the different speakers, with exception of the following: 

- Carlos Cristóbal Pinto:
Fig. 33, Fig 34, Fig. 37, Fig. 38, Fig. 40, Front page of the Afternoon Sessions, Fig. 45, Fig, 46, Fig. 55 and Fig. 62.

- Miguel Ángel Delgado Ruiz:
Fig. 4, page 9 and page 87.

- Photographic Archive of the Regional Transportation Consortium of Madrid.
Rest of images.
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